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Register, Eat. May, 1896.
Standard, Eat. April, Me.
TO AID WITTE
Rockefeller Will Stay Fi-
aancial Crisis in Russia
•CGUNTKY MUST HAVE
TWO HUNDRED BI
In Return, However, Oil
Asks Big Railroad Conces-
sions.
- CONFRONTED BY DEBTS
THAT MUST BE PAID.
St. Petersbueg, March 7.—John D.
kockefeller is coming to. Premier-•
Witte's rescue. This information
• comes from a statesman, who in
• speaking of Russia's financial crisis,
said:
"lJniees Count Witte gets money
immediately a cabinet and financial
crash will be imminent. The treasury.
is deplete and unable to meet current
expsnses. It is now confronted by
the necessity of paying the bill for
the maintenance of Russian prisoners
in Japan, the bell for the purchase
price of the land acquired by the
peasant bank and the short time bills
held by lifendelsshon. -
Futile Efforts.
"Al! efforts to obtain a loan have
proved futile. The Americans de-
manded collateral. The. Roghschild
crowd refused to advance rapoey un-
til after the projected reforms had
been realized. The French Ayndicate
• censented to nsabe a loan at 6 per
cent. interest, a% per cent. commis-
sion, the issue price to be cp, with
tb endorsement of t'be Douma. But
the Mendelssohn notes we due in
April, and ow contract enjoins us
from new loans until ,his are paid.
Mendelsehon refuses to for.go this
stipulation while the French syndi-




($soomoo,coo) are needed to settle
*A the Mendelsstion and other pressing
accounts. Count Witte wanted to is-
out an interior lottery loess but the
mere rumor that he had it in mind
caused the price of former similar
issues to tumbk, ruining many of
the small holders. Thereupon Mr.
Rockefeller offered ecupoo,000 rubles
($aoo,000,000) for a concession for
railroads from Tashkent and from
Tchita to Pobarnosterna and a grant
of land on both sides of the prospec-
tive lines. The money advanced
will be paid back in installments and
used in he ennstrutiloh Of the roads.
Favors Scheme.
"Count Witte likes the scheme and
'Grand Duke/ Nicholas who is anx-
ious to mike Tratoo-Caspia with Si-
'Istria, is also inclined to favor it. The
czar hesitate, to !sanction the step'
'before the Dolma, aseembles.
"Meanwhile -Irstricial situation
.is exceedingly "grave. 'While the
gold lamed which ,balt been shiaPetl
abroad, the ruble Was at par. Now
paper money is on the vecge. of seri-
eNi depreciation. The only veciedy
in the adoption of tetrad, sin-..
tore referns."
TIES UP A ft,946,000 10S.
Philadelphia Official Annuls Five
Filtration Contracts. ,
Philadelphia, Pa., March 7.—One of
the official act; of Thomas L. Hicks,
who was sworn- hr u -*reel& - -of
• public works of Philadelphia, suc-
ceeding A. Iiincoln Acker, who re-
signed yesterday, was to annul the
five contracts held in the same of
YADUCAII, KY., 'THURSDAY MORNING, MARCH 8, 1906.
L Oalliel J. McNichol for the 
cosi:ores-
iivii Of 'several parts of the eity's
filtration, system.
The reason '"given by the director
for the rescinding of the contracts
iss ",eiallitsioti, irregularity and fraud
in the precut-frig anitexecutiou of the
C.Onq4Cts whereby the city has been
wronged and defrauded in its rights
ai4 property."
t'. 4-14" enneelee
'Atitacts 0715,000'.' The MtNichol
I
LtheN 
firmeewh ieich includes fortner State l-
_ s • ̀ 7ettraike-comanissioner Israel W. Dur-
* " • "ham and State Senator James P. Mc-
Nichol, had already completed con-
Magnate tract work on the filter plant amount-
ing to more than $12,00o,000.
, A. 0. U. W. FACES CRISIS.
Syracuse, N. Y., Manch 7'—In or-
der to consider the financial condi-
tion cit. the order in this state and
possibility of obtaining financial re-
lief from the supreme lodge, the New
York grand lodge of the Ancient Or-
der of United Workmen today be-
gan a special session in this city.
The finances of tire state orgarriza-
tion are said to be in a critical con-
dition, there being a surplus of but
$ao,000 against beneficiary claims ag-






At an early hour this morning it
was reported that a man had been
seriously, if not fatally stabbed in a
gambling room in the vicinity of!
Fourth and Broadway. •
The first report to police head-
:
quarters came from the Register. At
press time no particulars were
availablO
According to the report the prin-
cipals are prominent.
Two policemen tried to enter a
certain room but were unable to get
a response, In this room a light was
burning. '
•
After the Register called the police
department's atten to the' alleged
tragedy the Broadway patrolmen
started a systematic maneuver that
may today result in developments.
They !have a clue and certain parties
may be summoned to answer ques-
tions.
About the same hour a doctor was
called. He did not go in the direc-
tion of this spot. Later it was
learned the wounded man had been
taken away in a cab.
He is said to be dangerously cut.
BRIDAL TOUR.
Yesterday Mr. Perry James and
bride net Miss Neal Clanahan, of
Pansil, Ill., arrived here from Gol-
conda, Ill., and are at The Richmond
hotel. The couple were married, yes- length with Mr. White, the head of
terdap morning at Golconda by Rev. the American delegation, and. other
Lewis of the Baptist church, and itelegates to the conference.
then came on here on their bridal
tour.
The brideis nineleeh years Or Vie'
and groom; twenty-eight, both being
memlbers of well known families of
that city. The young lady is a very
beautiful and charming creature.





Specific Form of Compact Remains
Unsettled and -Continues Sub-
ject for Discussion.
DETAILS OF ARRANGEMENT
AS UNDERSTOOD AT BERLIN
Berlin, March 7.-oPrivete conver-
sations between the German and
French envoys at Algeciras have
+brought them almost to an agree-
ment on the Moroccan police con-
troversy, to near indeed that the
Foreign Office here regards a satis-
factory issue of the conference as
assured.
Germany, it is understood, accepts
France and Spain as having the
officers best fitted for policing Mo-
rocco and France accepts inter-
national control in principle, under-
taking to supply a guarantee that the
police shall not be national in char-
acter. It is the !specific form of those
guarantees that remains unsettled
and continues to be the subject for
discussion.
It is likely that an international in-
spectorship will be created, consist-
ing of a single officer of repute from
a power other than France, Spain or
Germany. One detail which con-
tinues to be discussed is the prop-
riety of the inspector being located in
a neutralized harbor. The ministers
of the powers will also exercise gen-





'Frankfort, Ky, March 7.- -The
Head police bill passed' the senate
todty awl now awaits the signature
et the goverttor Some opposition
develotiet in tile unite? Senator
Spence, of Newport, opposing it,
but the bill serried by a vote of
eighteen to thirteen, several senators
declining to vote and all republicans
voting against it. -
The commercial club bills affect-
ing Paducah, which have passed the
senate, are in good shape and wilr
likely pass.
The head ptintingsbill, which hat
passed the hoillille0 now in the or-
ders of the tIexirethe senate.
Represented* -Head will be ap-
pointed a 'ember of the commission
to nevi" .orlitinie tams which will
likely bold its session at Louisville
after adjerernment.
The pofice bill requires eitiesof the
second class to have a police force of
not less than thirty, ;'aducah now
has twenty regular patrolmen, a
chief, a capta'at, a lieutenaet and. twO
detectives.
Algeciras. March 7 —Reports were
in circulation last night relative to
farther developments in the polite
question before the conference on
Moroccan reforms. Austria, it is
said, has prepared a proposition fav-
oring the German view. It is, hcise-
ever, possible that this will not be
presented to the conference, the
German ,delegates expressing the
opinion that it does not sufficiently
support their contention.
Considerable speculation prevails
concerning the attitude of the United
States. Both the British and French
delegates are inclined to the belief
that America will soon break her
silence. French delegates even sug-
gest that the United States should
instruct its delegates to declare in
favor of the French proposal if they
are satisfied that these proposals
offer the proper guarantees for the
maintenance of the equality of colt-
mercial rights. Such event followffig
on the action of the Mkditerranean
powers Monday night the Frenchmen
argue, mean the difference between
failure and success of the conference.
Italy's' abstention from a definite
declaration also Marquis Visconti
Venesta'• inactien is regarded as be-
ing based upon a desire not to de-
part from neutrafky in order that
Italy may be in better pos:tion from
which to endevor to effect concilia-
tion.
The Duke of Orleans, who arrived
here yesteraay from London, con-
versed at considerable length with
Mr. White the head of the able
.NBW YORK WHITE
SLAVE PLEADS GUI!)!?.
Girl Who Murdered Her Master En-
acts a Tragedy in Court Room.
New York,- March 7.—Bertha Clai-
che, the white slave who murdered
'her master, pleaded guilty this after-
noon to ma:-..iatighter, after a confer-
ence of her attorneys with District
Attorney Jerome, who hopes to get
important evidence from her con-
cerning the officers who levied the
blackmail, etc. The most tragic
scene *meted in public was when
the girl burst into icrestres. The
judge postponed the sentence and
will sentence her on March 23d.
The late Lord Newlands, in a co-
dicil to his trust disposition, which
has just been deposited in the Regis-
ter House, Edinburgh, explains that
he leaves nothing to charities °as I
have a horror of posehumous belie-
fience, preferring to expend the
money daring my lifetime, Which I
have done liberally."




Net Proceeds Will Go to Charity and
Lady Selling Most Tickets
Gets Prize.
ACCIDENT IN VESTIBULE
BUT NO ONE HURT.
Doubtless the most cultured and
highly entertaining talk ever heard
in this city was that of last evening
a,: Temple Israel by Elbert Hubbard.
he of Philistine fame, who was
greeted by one of the most repre-
sentative audiences ever assembling
in this community. His talk was on
"Th Age of Common Sense" and he
without doubt showed in many ways
that be was a thorough master of the
situation and plainly pointed out to
all his view of the Impressive situa-
tion.
Mk. Hubbard is about 55 years oi
age and of East Aurora, New York,
which is only a few miles out from
Buffalo, in Erie county. He pub-
lishes The Philistine, which is prob-
ably a periodical read in more sec-
tions of the country than any pub-
lication issued from the press of to-
day. His writers have shown him a
man of great power and ability, and
the appearance of his periodical
always anxiously looked forward to
the world over by the cultured and
intellectual people. He has many
lift members in this city, and al-
though the lecture was a matter of
great inteseet to all, it was of par-
ticular importance to those who have
been closely following his writings
for years past.
Mr. Huilebard arrived here yester-
day morning from HoptinsvillIk and
stopped lit the Palmer, where during
tbe day he was rant(' upon by many
as dent adthirers and conversed with.
He was an exemplification of his
interest.writinzts a‘ecii proved a source of deep
Lase evsning Temple Israel was
crowded *Oh people out to bear
him And no speaker ever held more
close the Minute attention of an ate
(hence thew he. His every expres-
sion and sentence was grasped with
an earnest endeavor and it was a
rare treat furnished all. He was
introduced by Rabbi Loviteh and for
nearly two hours entertained those
present as they were 'lever before
spoken to.
Mr. Hubbard epOke here under the
auspices of the Oharity club, and
this morning at e:ao o'clock he leaves
for St. Louis to deliver a lecture.
After last night's .appearance he bele!
an 'informal reception, both at the
church and the 'hotel and he was the
center of much attention and admira-
tion at each place.
Tleis morning at to o'clock • the
Charity club will meet at the Pal-
mer with the president, Mrs. Ed P.
Noble, foe the purpose of settling up
the business incurred by the lecture.
The money derived from it will go
to the general treasury of that club
that devotes its entire attention to
taring for the poor and destitute of
the community.
This morning it will be seen what
young lady receives the 'handsome
bracelet offered as a prize for the
one selling the most tickets to the
entertairmsent
As the isadience was leaving last
evening at Temple Israel, a slight
accident happened, and the coolness
of those in it doulitlese preventecf
quite a !scare. The floor in the ves-
tibule of the churelh is about five
feet above ground, between the iron
gates at the entrance and Vbe doors
leading inaide the building. This
floor is or concrete, held up by wood
en joists underneath. When the lee-
tore came to a close many of those
present thronged out of. the right
lend door in leaving the building.
While the crowd was parsing from
the door throttgli the vestibule to the
iron gates at the seeps the flooring
gave way and precipitated about four
ladies' and an equal number of gen-
tlemen down five feet to the ground.
Ordinarily it is presumed females
would have become hysterical and
created at panic, but Paducah ladies
are more mneible than the usual run
of people. The ladies did not be-
come soared, while the gentlemen
retained their equillibritim and pro-
ceeded to pull the others up out of
a. A
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the 'hole. It will take only a few
dollars to repair the break and put
the floor back in solid and safe con-
dition.
Mr. Hubbard is a character known
intimately the world over and the
Paducah people 'consider theorsselves
quite fortunate in heering a man of
nuch eminent standire-.
all. He wears hi; hair long, in
Quaker fashion,. while his •sombrero
matches.
CONGRESSMEN COMING HOME
Washington, March 7.—There will
be an exodus of Kentucky congress-
men to the bluegrass state the latter
part of this week. 'Representative
Gilbert will accompany his wife and
daughter home. His family will 'not
return to Washington. Represeeta-
tive James is going home on 4 wtit
business, and Representative Tri c









Property lying in the north side
addition of Whittemore has been sold
by K. D. Sue!' to• E. W. Whitte-
more for $t and other considerations
and the deed filed foil record yester-
day with the county clerk.
R. P. Ellis sold to Henry Harting
for $soo land lying out in the coun-
ty.
James Houston transferred to Nor.
fleet Finley for $65o property in
Row landtown.
For $1,200 A. H. House bought
from W. D. Milton property on the
beak of Second creek out in the
county.
Buford Guthrie sold to Minnie
Guthrie for $1 and other considere-
tions property on North Second
street between Broadway and Jeffer-
son.
Claude Murphy bought from Z. C.
Graham for $800 land lying out in
the county.
Master Commiseionov.Cecil Reed
transferred to Percy H. Kelly land
lying in the county, pursuant to cir-
cuit court orders lairecting the mas-




Henry Smitet, aged 24, and Annie
Ward, aged 20, of the county, were
grented a license to marry by the.
clerk. Others licensed were Oscar
A. 'Barnett, aged 24, and Marine B.
Montroy, aged 21, of Chester, III.;
G. F. Heflin, aged 21, and Da Cipal
Shields, aged 19, of Lone Oak, Ky.
o.mm••=10,10•
Notary Pubic.
Sarreiel Caldwell filed with the clerk
yesterday his commission, and quali-




to New York City.
VOYAGE PROM EUROPE
IS MADE INCOGNITO.
Man Who Disbursed Over $1,000,000
in Ways Unexplained Ready
For Trial,
PRESIDENT M'CALL'S DEATH
MOVED HIM TO RETURN.
New York, March 6.—A tiorew
Hamilton, who disbursed $1,347.383
of the "yellow dog" funds of the New
"
York Life in influench le •slation
in ways onexplained, 
s .
'to
New York unexpectedly on the
ibEEDs steatnehip Deutschland. Soon after
his arrival here he went by train to
. •
RK his home in Albany. '''' . '1
Hamilton comes here chiefly to
face any cr charges which may
be I him and to do
n his power to clear
ohn A. MicCall.
days before he died and al-
most in his last hours of conscious-
ness Mr. McCall made a statement
in which he reaffirmed his faith in
1 Hamilton's honesty and integrity andhis absolute belief that Hamilton hadnever used a dollar of the great sums
I placed in his care for his personal
I
enrichment. This deathbed declara-
tion of confidence by the man who
ha a befriended him for forty years
moved Hamilton to cast all other
considerations aside and come back
to this country.
Fraught With Possibilities.
Hamilton's return is fraught with
many possibilities. If he yields to
the entreaties of the eCall family
and those men in the New York
Life who are loyal to the memory of
John A. McCall and would sacrifice
much to see his name and fame re-
habilitated Hanalton will make an
absolutely full and complete disclos-
ure of his operations as legislative
agent of the New York Life.
One of the coMpany's Officers said
that such a diectostwe would do
mach more diet:ire to the reputa-
tions than all of the exposures- side
since the opening of the insurance
scandal in February a ytest:ago. ifihis
man added; "Harniltmit'fmat been do-
ing his confidential sia for the New
York Life for fourteen years and in
that time handled more than ;$1,300.-
000. He did work at oric,time or au-
other with ev ry lepsOittgre of ever/
state in *Add ..in Canada.
f ou ash', , at 'ft4any.legi4letors
in many beetions of the country will
lie awake tonight wondering how
notch ITamiltou is going to reveal."
Leaves Pier Quietly. ,
'When the Deutschland reached her
dock Hamilton left the pier quietly
and sappeared Later be notified
i?hn C. McCall, secretary of the
(taintinued on Second Page.), c
ANOTHER BIG GATHERING
TO STRONGLY PROTEST
This evening at the gathering of
the aldermanic board there comes up
the lighting proposition again and it
is expected that something „definite
rds its success or &heat in that
board will be reached, as the 'natter
is tip to them to do what they think
proper in the prenee'. es,
There wit be present the many
'hundreds of people w.ho were at the
city ball Mohday night !be the pur-
pose of protesting agaistit the • prop-
osition, bat who were see even given
the courtesy of- repressing themselves
'by President Georg* Ittflatroons of
that board, who had been informed
what elley were there for and who
promised them a hearing.
One gentlemen yesterday said that
seeing. the 'gang rate" the council
tried to work on them, this only
acted a stinnuftis for the public at
large to be on the alert and that the
coird tonight would be much larger
than that of Monday evening.
Marry speeches will be made this
evening, first on one ' side and then
rm the other when there comes up
the ordinance 'empowering the city
authorities to enter into such a con.
tract with the Stone & Webster peo-
ple.
One gentleman yesterday said that.
it looked from the speech of Presi-
dent MicBroom Monday night in the:
council that that body was vveakeie-
ing akcady in its position to "farm'
oui That' many ligfifi. - This gentle-
man said that Mr, kftBroom had
often spoke in favor of turning the
plant over to Stone & Webster, best
that seeing the trend of puiic san!/4
ment now tried to put his Wird 111Ver
on the popular side in this qtiestion,
but that his weak efforts were /mite
and fell flat. Many in this board
have always been against the prop-
osition but lots of thew have been
turning everything to damp the plant
over into the lap of the private cor-
poration.
Tonartit there will be presented to
the aldermen doubtless the longest
petition ever placed before any pub-
lic body. This docoment contains
over t,000 names of the business meets
bankers, lawyers., professional nem,
mechanics, laborers, and in fact pecs.
pie from every irnagina.le walk of
life. In 'no itostinted manner they
strongly empress their mianimoui
disapproval of the attempts esi the
aldermen to straddle the city's neck
by the private concern, UnchlIP lead-
ership of Member Earl Palmer, whi%
is recognized as the menarratian




(Continued From First Page.)
New York Life and eldest son of
John A. MfcCan, of his arrival.
Young McCall sent word to his
father's brother, Supreme • Court Jus-
tice Edward McCall, and the two
had a long conference in the New
York Life building taming the after-
nooe.
News Causes Wild Joy.
News of Hamilton's arrival did not
reach the officers of the 'New York
Life until 3 p. m., though the Deut-
schland got up to her pier at o in
the morning. The news provoked
almost hysterical exultation among
the friends of John A. McCall and
incidentally revealed the most bitter
feeling against a .group of trustees
of the company, who, it is claimed,
'shielded lthemsdIves . behind McCall
and allowed him to assume full legal
moral responsibility for the pay-
ments to Hamilton, thougb. they
sanctioned all along the financial re-
lations which existed, 'between the
legislative agent and the company.
If Hamilton makes a clean breast
of everything, and the friends of the
dead man declare he must to save
•himself from the charge of perfid-
iously deserting the McCall family,
the names of the tsustees involved
in the "yullow dog" scandal will not
only be revealed but the company
will get the necessary evidence for
suits against them for restitution.
One of Hamiltons fellow passen-
gers on the Deutschland was George
W. Dodson of the eritorial staff of
the Brooklyn Eagle. Mr. Dodson
has known Hamilton for years a
the two had many conversations dur-
ing voyage. The Eagle today printed
the following interview with Hamil-
ton, which was granted in response
to a request for a statement: "I
have something to say, but not much.
I know practically nothing as to the
nature of the Fowler report. It will
be time enough for me to talk about
it when I have become familiar with
it.
"What I suppose you want to
know is why I have returned. Well,
I heard something about criminal
prosecutions and here I am. That's
all. Certainly, it's all I have to say
just now. You can interpret what it
means.
"It signifies that though my health
is far from reestablished. I'm ready
to accept any challenge implied by
such proceedings. As to my health,
let me add that there is no necessity
for any resort to fiction—I'm for-
tunate to be alive after all that has
happened. But I'm not so fortunate
otherwise."
McCaill's Death a Blow.
"I'm especially unfortunate in the
death of Mk. McCall and - might say
ahnost as much concerning the
recenttremoval of Lyrnen Short, thief
counsel of the Waal, to say-nothing
of the incapacitating of/Mr. Alex-
ander. To some who 'have gone I
could have looked with no misgivings
as to what they would say or do.
"As to what others have said and
'one daring my absence—and 1
night,sidd to th..,e who live in glass
7
"
jto es-1 will say nothing.'
Well, all that you. want to say is
that you've come back to face any
, Music that may be played?"
"Yes, discordant or otherwise. You
can begin there and end there."
There was only one other pas-
senger on the Deutschland besides
Mir. Dodson who knew the real ident-
ity of "H. A. Milton," but in some
way several others learned the secret
and when the ship entered New York
bay nearly everybody on board knew
who he was.
Money Raised on Policies. .
. brie of the officers of the New
Writ Life said; "John McCall had
$50o.000 of insurance on his life,
$300.000 in this company and $2oo.-
000 in several other companies. On
his policies in this company alone he
had paid for years $25,000 annually
in premiums. When he surrendered
these policies the last of December
be received in cash only -a trifle more
than $5o,000. By surrendering his
policies in the other companies he
raised $35,000.-
"This was the way he got the
$85,000 which he paid in cash on the
Hamiilton account. The remaining
$15o,000, as is known, consisted af
a rnortgisge on his country place,
which he later sold at sueir sliiffiil
sacrifice that .the price realized did
not even cover the liens against it.
"If he had left his policies a few
weeks longer the company would
have had to pay out $.3o0,000 and by
his surrender of them it was saved
that amount."
Whether Hamilton is financially
able to reimburse the MicCall family
for the $235,000 which John A. paid
to settle part of his debts to (h.
company could not tie learned.
One of the trustees of the New
York Life said; The only
way Hamilton can make a truthful
and convincing explanation is to tell
everything. the names of the men
who got money from him and the
amounts. lie owes this not only to
John A. McCall, who did everything
for Hamilton, but to the widow and
the sons and daughters of the dead
man. An eAplanation like this calls
for sacrifice on the part of Hamilton,
but John McCall made much greater
sacrifices for Hamilton."
Suits Under Preparation.
Suits for accountings and restitu-
tion are being prepared by the legal
I
department of the New York Life in-
volving $925,077.54. What action
District Attorney Jerome will take
as a result of Hamilton's return to
this country has not pet been fully
decided upon. Hamilton may be
served with a grand jury subpoena
and required to testify before that
body.
WHOLESALE BOMB PLANT.
St. Petersburg Police Find 120 Load-
ed Ones—Men Are Captured.
—r
St, Petersburg, March 7.—A whole-
sale iamb 'factory was captured at
the lodgings of a druggist.
One 'hundred and twenty loaded
tombs were seized. The apartments
had been the rendezvous of students
and revolutionists, tveuty of whom
were captured. Another terrorist
who 'was acrrsted in .the.street had





The Cumberland Telephone Company
Claims They Are Assessed Too
High for City Taxes
This morning at to o'clock the
city board of supervisors will bold a
special meeting for the purpose of
taking up the assessment placed upon
the Cumberland Telephone com-
pany's property for municipal tax
purposes. This gathering is pursu-
ant to the call issued yesterday to
the supervisors by Mayor Yeiser,
who called them together for this
especial purpose.
When the supervisors were in Ses-
sion the first of this year they raised
in valuation from $40,000 to $100,000
the assessment placed on the tele-
phone property for city tax purposes.
The company complained at
ckt:ming the valuation was entirely
too excessive and should be redneed.
The supervisors finished theai work,
however, and reported to nhe legis-
lative boards the a.sseisrvients fixed
on all city properj.ies including this
for the telephone company. Tht
lawyers forz the company then ap-
peared I..f6re the legislative author-
ities and had referred back to one
supervisors the question of their as-
sment, so matters could be gone
over again, the attorneys claiming
they did not heretofore have time
sufficient to thoroughly expkain to
the supervisors why the assessment
should not be placed at the high fig-
ure of $loo,000. Now in order that
the matter can the second time be
canvassed, Mayor Yeiser yesterday
ordered the board to assemble to
take it up. It is possible, however,
trhat tibe valuation will remain the
same, as the supervisors ao expressed
themselves when the report was sub-
mitted to the board, as they at that
time asserted they hod completely
gone over the situation despite the
ciaim of the telephone company's











FOR THE WEST JAMES AND AGATHA.
CONTRACTOR KATTERJOHN
LEAVES FOR SIX WEEKS'
TOUR.
He Will See Whether He Wants the
Big Arizona Contract of Building
Irrigation Canal.
Next Thursday contractor William
Katterjohn and wife leave for a six
weeks tour through the West, dur-
ing which they go to Arizona, Ne-
vada, California and other points.
Their trip is business for Mr. Kat-
terjohn, who takes his wife along for
the fine trip.
Mr. Katterjohn has been ,offered
the contract of constructing the $10,-
000,000 irrigation canal running
through Arizona in the neighborhood
of Yuma, and he goes out to look
over the work and decide whether or
not be wants the position. The canal
is being built under supervision of
Mc. H. U. Wallace, formerly chief
engineer for the Illinois Central rail-
road, and who was 'brought in close
contract with Mi. Katterjohn while
the former was with, the road, as the
Paducahan furnishes rock and ballast
for the entire I. C. system. If Mr.
Katterjohn wants the contract it will
be given him and he will take charge.!
From Arizona he goes to Nevada;
to visit some mining property in
which is interested the Rock children'
who include his wife.
Katterjohn is waiting for the i
return of his business associate,'
Mr. Pat Halloran, before dcpartiit ,
on the six week's trip. Mr. Hallor-
an has been gone for over a monthl
now touring Mexico, California and i
New York for his health and a good'
rest.,
SY BA.I_UL_T PAM
James, as you may already lovegummed, was a very consdeatious
young man. As a boy he had been
known at cricket to dispute the decl-
ine% of an umpire in his favor. Wen
the ordinary social Ilea were repellent
to kin. Ha never traveled In • class
superior to that for which he had
taken his Ucket. He never did any-
thing which was not extremely care-
ful and conspicuously honest. With
i such a character, there was only one
t elling that the young man could ultt
I measly become.
Shortly after he became a reviewer
; of fiction for the Daily Record it bap
pined that he met Agatha Aguas
had at a comparatively early age bees
left an orphan. As her oducatioa was
defective, and as she did not Ilk.
children, there was only one thine
that Agatha could become.
It wai shortly after Agatha had be
come governess that she and Jame
met. Her face was wholesome and
practical, rather than beautiful. Fa
some weeks he never told him
love. Then one afternoon he took hei
to hear an oratorio. It may have beer
the effect of the muster, or of the tea
and buns at the A. B C shop afterward
or of the long drive to Kilburn througl
London's romantic dusk. The fact re
mains that when they climbed up ot
the omnibus be called her Hiss Brown
and when they parted at the end of Orr
journey he called her Agatha. Hi
treasured the oratorio programme, ant
met her frequently. One night there
was an air of mystery about her,
"Shortly," she said, "you will see me
In a new light, James,"
"I would not have you different,"
said James. This was quite the right
thing to say, as be had sees it in s
book.
"Illas,t side at Waterloo bridge, about
six morrow," said Agatha.
ight" said James. He would then
have kissed her, but refralaed trots
the publicity which would have attend-
ed the act.
The next morning there was brougiti
to his rooms a large parcel of novels
from the Daily Record. H. groaned.
because that meant work, sad even the
reading of novels is not pleasant o
you happen to be paid for it Hi
would have groaned' sUll more if the
books had not come, because Mai
would have meant no work, and want
of work would have made sundry xi>
mantic possibillUes more remote. As
it was, they had arranged to be mar
lied next year in the sweet spr,ne
time. Quite quietly. Bride in browr
cloth. Honeymoon of sieves days al
Littleharapton.
He tore his mind away from romance
in real life and settled down to no
manes as It is written, and the Yen
lint volume that he Oohed up was
entitled "A Love of Other Days," bj
Agatha Brown. This was the nee
light in which Agatha was to ap
pear. She had written a novel, and
he was to review it. He woadersd LI
the editor of the Daily Record iu14
stand an entire column about as 
known genies. James almost re ;rib
ted that he had discovered three un-
known geniuses the week Wort-, it
was likeiy to spoil the market.
Lie noticed the awn* of the publish.
to ere with regret Agatha would have
to done better to have consulted him.
Then he read the book and burled We
face in his hand., for that novel by
Agatha Brown was about the most
'putrid thing in fiction that Lad pol-
luted his chambers for the laFt IS
months. It was wrong everywhere; It
was wrong all through. There is no
worse thing on earth than a bad his-
tortes' novel, and this was a very bad
historical novel.
Here, then, was the conflict be' weer'
love and duty. Duty was scratched,
and love walked ever. By the evening
he had writtes a column hailing Agatha
Brow* as the greatest genius that the
country had yet seen. But Ws heart
was broken. For once he had not been
conscientious. He esuld not live with
that stain upon his soul. So he deter-
mined to meet Agatha on Waterloo
bridge, take ogle long, last farewell,
and then send off t'2e review and com-
mit suicide. Agatha was • little late
Orr her appointment, sad looked very
pleased with herself.
"Well?" she said.
"Why did you not confide in me?" 1
he asked, gently. "Why did you not
tell me you had written Ft b00k P0A-
sibly my practiced Judgment might
have---"
What on earth are you talking
&beet? Jroitenot written any book. I
shouldn't be so silly.'
"Then somebody else with your
amine has."
'Vas she? What obeeki" Fibs still
looked at James somewhat 'squirter
W. He had an uneasy sense that she
was expecting him to say something,
and that he was not saytag It.
"Well," he said, "what Sid Min
mean then by saying that you W/S1Piegoing to appear th a sow NOW
"If you happen to be bleat" Os
answered, rather snappiskty; "I cant
give you eyes."
"Dual be cross, dear. Let's see; Ws
the same jacket you always weir, aid
tke same skirt."
"Oh, don't bother. I've get may
hair done up differently, and ry.
a new hat. I davit want to balk Tai/41
It. If 7011 take no interestvin iit146tp.
pearaace, there's nothing more tp be
Mkt What, do you think about drilse,.
hipsaes. now"
T:44r rest of., his interview withwere increased' the other day by the Anita WIrn far from Pletioliwt-discovery in the baggage of two his eateition review of the nord by g.
Japanese, who were traveling in Aus-1 naniesifite was redwood to two




CIRCLE WILL BE REDUCED
FROM 65 TO 35 YARDS AT
GROUNDS.
The Paducah Sportsmen Will Open
Season of Target Shooting With
Live Bird, Tournament.
Work of putting the gun club
grounds in shape at Wallace park
will be started right away and every-
thing gotten into shape within the
next week or two. All the fences and
outhouses will have to be re-built, as
when the soldiers were here last
August for their annual encampment
they tore down the fences. smail out
building's, and everything else they
could get their hands upon.
The club members have decided
reduce the radius from 65 yards
35 yards, inside which birds can be
killed on the grounds by the sports-
men. This wEl let the amatiturs
'have as good a chance to make good
scores by killing birds as the experts.
Heretofore during shooting
matches at the 
irounds any
bird
killed by the clubman firing, would
have to drop within the circle radiat-
ing for 65 yard's around the traps.
Birdts failing outside that circle were
not counted. This gave the experts
an advantage over the amateur shoot-
ers, because if the expert did not
down his bird with the first barrel,
he is sufficiently quick and exper-
ienced: with his gun to quickly fire
the second barrel and kill his bird
before it flies outside the 65 yard
circle. The amateur is not speedy
enough for this, so when he fails to
get the bird by his first barrel he
loses as he cannot manipulate the
second barrel with sufficient rapidity.
Now by reducing this radiating circle
to 35 yards, it gives both expert and
amateur time only to fire one barrelIn the police court yesterday morn- at the bird shot at. and then ifing John Alexander, colored, was it is not gotten then either classheld to the circuit court grand jury shooting loses.in $3oo bond on the charge of cut-I Another change to 1)c made at the-tut' his wife--clkiiing-i-ieriiibei hatiTgrountis to move the Magui-Tir-some months ago out about Ninth get traps over on the other sideand Washington streets, Being un- and separate theist, from the live bird
traps. The club has two Magua4 and
five sets of two traps each for live
birds or ten in all of the latter.
Next June the state club holds its
target tournament in Owensborta, and
right after that the executive com-
mittee 'holds a meeting in LouisePe
to decide where the state body will
hold the live bird meet in the fall.
The Paducah clubmen will have rep-
resentatives at the committee gath-
ering and urge that this city be
chosen for the point of assertibly.
The local clubmen expect to give a
Jive bird tournament amongst them-
selves the middle of next m6nth,
opening this season's sport- in that
manner.
able to execute bond Alexander went
to jail. Hie is the negro who got
away and was -captured the first of
this week down in Tennessee.
Tom Albritton and Isom Scott
were held tp the grand jury on the
charge of obtaining money by false
pretenses. Their bond' was fixed at
$30o, but not being able to furnish
it they went to jail. It is charged
that they stole copper wire from the
Foreman Bros. Novelty house of
North Fourth street, and sold it to
Dave Rittoff by claiming the prop-
erty belonged to then*
'John Houser was dismissed on mo-
tion of the prosecuting attorney. Ile
is the boilermaker 'of the Illinois
Central who was arrested while he
as alleged to be looking for his
wife with a shotgun. The young
man has always borne a good name
heretofore.
There was left open the breach of
the peace charge against George
Gibb.
A man named Dunnewas fined $1
and costs for being drunk.
 •
Many Australians have an idea that
'Yvan is looking covetously on their
island continent. Their suspicions
•
NexttolWashinaishos
The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-duce. Unless, of course, you own a
Hot, Water or Steam System
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
rooma. Estimates free.
Ed D. Hannan
Both Phones SOL 132 South F ourth St., szs Kentucky Avenue,
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office' .306 Broadwe Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
a's
b. it I
Subscribe For The Register 61
-*TM, EFINOER & CO
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH. K)%
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE.
REAL ESTATE AGENCY'
PADUCAH REAL POTAT13.. WESTERN KENTUCKY PARMA EAS11MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS POR DIVESTMENT. MOURN
ENNTUOCY REALESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR cr.
IEDO 0 R SW. WAFTTEMOIRJC• eadal•sed
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Buller-
Campbell Block.





Steam and Hot Water Heating.




Is made up of single dollars
Open an account today




You can start for $1. We pay four















In its bright and humorous book
the famous comic opera, "Robin
Hood," demonstrates that modern
" "Graft" existed in the early days of
England just as it does in the
United States today. For in the
opera "Robin Hood," during the ab-
sence of the good King Richard of
the Lion's Heart, Robert, Earl of
Iluntitlgton, afterwards Robin Hood,
becomes of age and the sheriff. of
Ncittingharts endeavors -to defraud
him of his rightful estates and instal
Guy .of Gisborne in his place, for
which the sheriff was to get one half
of all the spoils. The characters of
of Nottingham :eel City
Gisborne will be played here by F.
Stanton I leck,..ande Caniplaell. Donald,
a1etectively4 The ?other principals
are Harold Blake, Karl Stall, Ethel
Houston, Edward Metcalfe, Vivia
Brewster, Agnes Stone and Meta
Carson. A large and splendidly
drilled chorus of trained voices com-
plete a singMg organization of 5.0
people and the appearance of "Robin
Hoed' in this city on Monday night
of next week at The Kentucky, will
prove an event worthy of the care-
ful consideration of all local music
lovers.
"A Trip to Egypt."
The old saying oi theatrical man-
agers "Don't miss the good ones"
holds good tonight, when "A Trip
to Egypt" will be offered to our pat-
cons as a special gala night's book-
ings.
This is one of those fast and fur-
ious musical farce comedies where,
the auditors time is consumed with
pretty faces, tuneful music, exilerat-
ing comedy situations, handsome cos-
tumes and all that go to make up a
real time killer and dispeller of the
blues.
"A Trip to Egypt" to the amuse-
ment seeker is the same as a cock
tail to the thirsty or divan couch to
the 'weary. A good old forget your-
self for two and a half hours, laugh-
ing entertainment and contains all
that makes one feel that life is
worth living.
"A Trip to Egypt" is served for
the blues in three doses, first act
smiles and hilarity; second act, ap-
plause and yells of delight; third act,
simply a pandemonium. Get in line
ani be one of the early ones to se-
cifFe seats for one of the real ones
of the season.
Commissioner's Sale
In pursuance of a judgment of Mc-
Cracken Circuit Court, rendered at
its January term, Note in the action
of Willie W. Weeks, etc., petitioners
ex parte, I will, on Monday, March
12, woe (about the hour of to o'clock
a. m.), :906 (being County Court
day), at the Court House door in
Paducah Kentucky, sell to the high-
est bidder on a credit of six months,
the folkkwing described property,
viz: -
The following described property.
situated in the city of Paducah Mc-
Cracken Comity, Kentucky:
Conunencing at the northwest cor-
ner of block "D," a* shown in tht
map of the Suburban Realty Com-
pany, as recorded in deed book 47.
page 476, in the hilcCracken County
Court Clerk's, office; thence with
Jefferson street 176 feet to 22d street;
thence at right angles sad towards
Monroe street 162 feet to a stake;
thence at rigid- angles 176 feet to etst
street; thence at right angles and
with 21st greet 162 feet to Jefferson
street, the beginning corner; being
176 feet front on the north side of
Jefferson street by 162 feet deep along
the west side of 21st street, and be-
ing the same property conveyed to
W. B. Weeks by J. P. Weaks and
other, by their deed dated August
31, 1896, and recorded in deed hol,k
54. page 53, _McCralken County
Ceurt Cierk's office.
Same to be sold for the perpose of
division and re-investment.
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved security,
bearing interest at 6 per cent, from
day of sale, having force of replevin
bend, on which execution may issue
whew- due.
This 9th day of March, 19°6.
trice & Ross Altonneys.
CECIL REED, Master Corn.
Commissioner's Sale
fn pursuance of a judgment of Mc-
Cracken Circuit Court, rendered at
its January term, 1906, in the action
.of Lydia Armstrong, etc., plaintiff,
against James Armstrong, etc., de-
fendant, I will, on Mnriday, March
12th (about the hour of to o'clock
a. m.), 19°6 (being County Court
day), at the Court House door in
Paducah, Kentucky, sell to the high
est bidder, on a credit of six months,
the following described property,
Viz:
A certain lot of ground in the city
of Paducah, McCracken County, Ken-
tucky, at the inlersectioni of Ohio
and Eighth streets, and being lot No.
14, in block 26, and hounded as fol-
lows: Begimting at the eoutheast
cnrner Of the intersection of Ohio
and Eighth streets, and running
thence with Eighth street towards
Tennessee stree; 43 1-3 feet; thence
at eight angles and towards Seventh
street 160 feet, More or lees, to an
ri;lee; thence with said- alley 43 1-3
feet to Ohio street; thence with
Ohio street to the beginning, and be-
ing the same property conveyed to
the said Anthony Armstrong by A.
S- Jones and wife by deed recorded
hi deed bo.A. "S," page 445, in the
McCracken County Court Clerk's
office.
Same to be sold for the purpose of
division.
The purchaser will be required, to
give bond with approved security,
'scaring interest at 6 per cent, from
day of sale, having force of replevin
bond, on which execution may issue
when due.
This cieli day of March, 1906.
Hendrick & Miller, Attorneys.
CECIL REED, Master Corn.
Commissioner's Sale
In pursuance of a judgment of Mc•
Cracken Circuit Court, rendered at
its January term, 1906, in the action
iif Henry Diehl, plaintiff, against
Lawrence Dallam, administrator,
Katie Beyer, defendant, I will, on
Monday, March 12th (about the hour
of to o'clock a. m.), 1906 (being
County Court day), at the Court
House door in Paducah, Kentucky,
sell to the highest bidder, on a credit
of six months, the following describ-
ed property, viz:
The undivided one-third, interest
in -a certain lot or parcel of land and
buildings. thereon, lying on the east
side of Third street, in the city of
Paducah, McCracken, County, Ken-
tucky, between Clark and Washing-
ton streets, designated on the map
of said city as lot No. 117, in block
go. 12, Old Town, fronting on Third
street. 573/4 fht, and extending back
at right angles the same width to-
wards Second street 17314 feet to an
alley, and being the same property
conveyed by W. J. Ammon and his
wife to Mks. Barbara Diehl by deed
dated November Le 1867, recorded
in deed book "R," page 381, in Mc-
Cracken County Court Clerk's office.
To satisfy said Judgment, interest
and cost, the purchaser will be requir
cd to give bondwithapprovedsecurity
bearing interest at 6 per cent, from
day of sale, having force of replevin
bond, on which execution may issue
when due.
This cieh day of March, 19,36.
Hendrick, Miller & Marble Attor-
neys.
CECIL REED, Master Corn.
NOTABLE FIND IN EQYPT.
Statue of Goddess Hathor Found in
Temple of Thebes.
London, England, March 6.—The
Egypt exploration funds excavations
of Thebes this year have produced
wonderful results. The explorers
have been excavating at the oldest
temple known in Thebes, which be-
long* to the eleventh dynasty.
Working at the bsclo of the temple
the explorers found the remains of
a shrine of the eighteenth dynasty,
1700 B. C. The first discovery was
a fine statue which was quite perfect.
Then suddenly the removal of a few
stones revealed a chapel covered with
sculptunee, the colors whereof were
absolutely fresh. It was about wets
feet. The roof was vaulted and paint-
ed with yellow stars.
The chapel was dedicated to Ha-
thor, goddess of the mountain of tree
west, who generally is in the form of
a cow. In the chapel is the statue
of a beautiful cow of life size of
painted littiestone. The head and
horn, evidently have been overlaid
with gold. The neck is adorned with
papyrus stems of flowers, ap if she
were coming out of the water,
INSURANCE REGULATION.
---
Probably Not Be Attempted by Con-
gresa—Poll of the Judiciaiy
Committee.
Chicago. March 6.—A dispatch to
the Tribune from Wlashington says
Neither fire nor Ilk insurance busi-
ness is interstate commerce within
the meaning of the constitution.
This is the view of an ovetevitelming
majority of the judiciary committee
of the House, to which the question
was referred.As _ea the power of son-,
Kress to regulate the insurance com-
panies. A report to this effect will
be prepared soon.
An informal canvass of the com-
mittee showed that practically all of
the members. Republicans and
Democrats, are inclined to the be-
lief that under the decisiOns of the
Supreme court of the United States
the business of life insurance cannot
be conridered in the light of actual
commerce between states.
This means that congress has no
isecific power to regulate innurance
cotripanies, and the campaign in that
direction will have to be dropped,
became the 'house of- representatives
scarcely would pass a bill which its
own 'committee on judiciary, the
highest legal authority it can epneal
to, has pronounced, in advance to be
Baseball
'Eddie Taylor, Paducah's fast o t-
fielder, has gone to Ironton, 0., for
a brief visit to his parents.
Already there are some raschedules
on hand. Out of this 'lot surely the
Kitty can select one that will suit the
majority of the teams, but none will
be found that will please everybody.
—Cairo Bulletin.
Up to the present time, the Jack-
sonville lunatics have secured con-
tracts with the following players:
Nell Connatighton, Frank Belt, John
itagel, I. Mlowbrey, William
Large, Nade Andrews, Andy Lot-
shaw, S. 0. Jardinier, James (Dum-
my) Hughes and Frank Baker,
All.immo•••••••
In a letter to Lloyd, Land says that
Pat Downing, Princeton's premier
backstop last year wants to sign with
Paducah. He advises the Paducah
management to secure Downing.
'Downing was without doubt the
best catcher in the Kitty last season.
His throwing to second and his head-
work in general was all that could be
desired. Downing finished last sea-
son with Nashville and made good.
Paducah could go along way and not
better herself in the selection of a
catcher.—Princeton Democrat.
'Land is a little off as Downing
has been sold to Terre Haute.
/dotty M popularattison, ,the 
catcher, who succeeded Lemon back
of the bat for the Champs last year
has decided to try out for a position
on the team again this year, and his
contract, all duly signed up, has been
received by President Gosnell.
'Whether or not Matty will make
good. this season is yet to be deter-
mined, as he will have some strong
competition for the place, in Thoss
and Burson, but the man who shows
up the best in the practice game will
stick.—Vincennes Commercial.
Notwithstanding the statements
made by the press over the Kitty cir-
cuit that it's a bad thing for a city to
win the championship, the truth is
that every team really wants it, but
is really afraid to go on record.
Cairo will be candid and admit that it
wants it and is out after it with a
vengeance. We have won the-cham-
pionship twice in succession, 1933 and
P904 and- started out to win it for the
third time last year, but fell down
with a dull thud. Notwithstanding
the position that Cairo held in the
race, we were always inbued with
the fighting spirit and never, never
gave up hope, e'en though' we finished
third. Again we are inoculated with
the championship virus and we are
covered all over with the scabs of a
pennant varioloid. We can only see
one-team race with Cairo winning the
rag all the way from start to finish.
This may sound boastful but that's
the way we feel and we mean to fight
every inch of the way, neither asking
nor giving quarter. We have built
the team for a pennant winner and
no second or third position will satis-
fy us. So there you are, you fellows
over the circuit can make the most
of this. We ask no sympathy, such
as "they were good fighters, put up a
good game. died game, but they were
outclassed." We'll be either the
champions or else a gang of "mute."
—Cairo Bulletin.
TOUR EUROPE FREE.
iThe Courier-Journal to Take Nine-
teen Young Women Abroad As
Its Quests.
The Courivr-journal Is conducting
a popularity contest that eclipses any-
thing of the kind ever promoted in
this section. Briefly, the Courier-
Journal proposes to take on a seven
weeks' tour abroad nineteen young
women from Kentucky and Southern
Indiana, all expenses paid, from the
day the party leaves Louisville, July
12, until it returns to "The Old Ken-
tucky Home," August 29. To give
all a chance the Courier-Journal has
divided Louisville and Kentuctcy and
Southern Indiana into eighteen dis-
tricts, and the most popular young
woman from each district is to be the
one to make the tour. The nine-
teenth young woman is to be selected
in another way. Readers of the
Courier-Yournal are to select thy
guests for the paper, -by ballot. It is
estimated that the trip alone will
cost the Courier-Journal about $te,-
000 to say nothing of incidental and
other necessary expnsts. There may
be a young woman from this section
who is a candidate for this tour.
Write the Courier-Journal, Louisville,
Ky. for a list of candidates and fall
detail,' of the tom.
DR. ROBT. 3. RIVER§
rio NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
OfficsVhsurs II to TO a. m., t to I
unconstitutional. • 
p. m. and 7 to 9 P. m-
'SAILS FOR PHILIPPINES.
San Francisco, Cal., March 6.—
'The transport Logan has sailed for
the Philippines with the Eighth in-
fantry, in command-of Gencral J. M.
Lee and Captain Taggart.
s,
Mrs. E. L. Whiteshles,
OSTEOPATH
• 60334 Broadway.,
Phones, old 1431. New, 761.
Phi*.
A. H. HANSON, P. T.
Chicago.






Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from Iheadaches—severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF






Illinois Central R. R.
The Illinois Central maintains dou-
ble daily service, and operates the
best of trains, with Dining Cars, Buf-
fet-Library Cars, Chair Cars and
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.
Louis, Coinc,innati ... and_ ...Louisville
read for -reaching the Winter Tour
tat resorts of the South, including
New Orleans, Vicksburg,
Gulfport, Miss., Hammond, La.
Mardi Gras at New Orleans Feb.
27, 'o6. Gulfport is a Mexican gulf
coast resort having the new, fine
"Great Southern" Hotel. Regular
ocean steamship railings from New
Orleans for Mexico, Central Ameri-
ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.
Send or call for descriptive matter
in regard to the above.
Havana Via New Orleans.
Havana, Cuba, is best reached vii
the Illinois Central through service
to New Orleans and the new ocear
liner, twin-screw, nineteen knot
S. S. Prince Arthur
leaving New Orleans every Wednes-
day at 4:00 p. m. and arriving at
Havana at sunrise Friday morning.
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.
Daily Sleeping Car without change
Chicago to Hot Springs, with con-
nections at Memphis from Cincinnati
and, Louisville.
Through "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
Car Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
south to New Orleans. The best
via Niebville, Chattanooga and At-
lanta.
Illinois Central Weekly Excur-
sions to California. Excursion cars
through to Los Angeles and Sao
Fransisco as follows: Via New Or
kans and the Southern Routes ev-
ery Friday from Chicago; every Toes
day from Cincinnati and Louisvill•
via Omaha and the Scenic Route ev-
ery Wednesday from Chicago.
Full Particulars concerning all of
the above can be had of agents of
the Illinois Central and connecting
lines or by addressing either of the
undersigned.
Jos. Biggs, D. P. A.. Cinchmati.
F. W. Harlow, D. P. A., Louis-




One the same date, one-way sec-
ond clans tickets will be sold at re-
diiced rates to similar territory, and
to Montana, Utah, Washington and
Oregon; also to San Francisco. Los
Angeles and San Diego, Cal., and to
Prescott and Phoenix,






The Illinois Centrak a. R. will run
a special excursion to St. Louis; leav
ing Paducah Union depot at 8 a. in.,
March 22nd., via Cairo, fare for the
round trip $3.00. Tickets will be
good returning for 3 days on regular
trainee No baggage will he checked
on these tickets, nor will they be
honored on sleeping cars. J. T.
Donovan, agent, Paducah, Ky. G. q,
NVarfield, T. A., Union depot.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PEA
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE 'AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
S. P. POOL, L. 0. STEPHENSCN.
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS




Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. BothrPhones ii
















I OUR ELECTRICAL  AND
• MACHINE DEPARTMENT
123 N. FOURTH ST.
•Ii
foreman Bros, Novelty Co
PHONES 757 Incorporated,
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paduoith, Kentucky.
Capital and Surplus $158,000;
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PE=
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking businesa.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
par cant per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes is Ire
proof vault for rent at 83 to ho per Year as to alas. You carry your awn
key sd no one but yourself has access.
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDLR TO MATCH
FOR THE srALL Sum OF ONLY 63 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLU
SAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARL SELLING AT 6 CENTS Fe_
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY ilAc PER SINGLE ROL:.
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 3c,--xoc, T5C, soe
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONISIEVEABLE COL.
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS ZI1
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE.
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF HEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS. TACKS AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. ZALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVR YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY-
lawaEM





At eteguster Buildpg, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. *ILHii.t.M, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-




One We* , 
AnyazPZ toasceive this paper
report the matter to




Lesser Lights /11641r2reater Cost.
The Sun demana,eltat the public
be shown how tiie lily., can furnish
lights cheaper thit heretofore. With
first-class mac r' and modern
lamps it can be isee, but until such
are installed there is no way to con-
vince corporation partisans of it.
'rhis. ristsols„-tate• will say and that is,
apcler the 'proposedcontract with the
erectric lighting company no power
4 earthRiede cut down the cost to
t4e vty,,lbeeatre it is proposed to
tn175 lights over to the company
leaving so lights as now installed to4 supplied by the city's plant, and
t&ellot-momber the city is to run
wires and poles fbr 35 more lights,
so that .the number of lights furnish-
ea from the city plant will be 125
light'. Fon, the city to furnish only
125. lights will cast as much for so-
periotendent, labor and coal as to
furnish 200 tights, and on top of that
is to be added the cost of installing
the additional lights and the cost per
light will run up considerably for
instead of dividing the total cost by
000 the total cost would be divided
by 125. The Sun and every other
newspaper knows that if a nefi4aper
handles a circulation of 16,5oo and it
is c-ut to 12,50o that it will practically
cost so much, 'marring the white pa-
per to ptoduiee- 12,500 papers as ;t
will to prod e 16,5oo. The invest-
ment is 
the4
.ifie cost of type set-
ting is just the same, also the make-
up arrd pressmetfis salaries, And the
smaller the circulation the greater the
cost per thousand copies,. If the
cceporation organs can get the num-
ber of lights produced by the city re-
duce•d, then at the end of the year
it would point to the inorease in the
cost per ligil.t as an argument against
the city operating the plant and ad-
Vocate selling out to the corpora-
tions. All people are not as foolish
as the Sen's writer, they see -the
cloven foot.
last year and the lowest one reject-
ed because it was not satisfactory,
and since then the work has been
done at e still lower figure, yet with
the result as stated above. The city
furnishes the sweepers and carts, and
the contractor furnisihes the horses
and men.
This year Third street, four squares
or. Kentucky avenue and four
squares on Jefferson street must be
ciegened together with Broadway and
the cross streets, makes a consider-
able rerripar'y, and an additional ex-
pense Id the city not only for this
year but for the years to come, sa.it
behooves all in authority to be- as
.ecinamical as possible ,and at save
same time to render the citizens the
beet service possible. To keep the
etreets'clettn in Paducah must hence-
forth he an item of considerable Int-
portanve.
The Lawyers and the Press.
The newspaper libel bill having for
its object the placing of newspapers
on an equality with individuals was
defeated through the work of a lot
of cheap lawyers way by hook or
crook 'got into the legislature. Out
of the bitterest foes to nhe newspa-
pers was a fellow by the name .of
Southall, of Christian county, who
is a prospective candidate for rail-
road commissioner in tine district.
There is no class of niers in the
country who receive as much fr
advertising as the lawyers, and setao
when in office receive as many
boosts front the newspapers as do
the lawyers, yet that very gang turns
around and knifes the newspaper
profession when it asks .a square deal.
Every newspaper in the state should
ignore every one who had a hand in
the defeat of the bill, and if any of
them seek office, to make it their
business to aid in their rtefeat. The
Register for one is in favor of tak-
ing up the glove thrown down by the
cheap screw lawyers .and making it
a battle royal between newspapers
and lawyers. Take the whole legal
profession and they are worth but
little indeed to the newspapers, ani
the newspapers oan get along better
without the friendship of the law-
yers than that gang can without the
favor of the newspapers. Let the
Kentucky Press Association send out
a list of those who voted against the
biH, and their remarks, and every
newspaper in the state keep the list
handy for reference.
Detectives M911116,o and,
went out to Ilpiwe,.‘t
,frcnn the citie'pn the CU
place, the mittr ,under aer
son rushed out of the.shoifse -in hissdrirt tail to escape the officeors betquickly surrendered and was broughtto the city where he was incisors, ratedin the county jail.
Johnson is charged with grand lar-ceny, an indictment against him hav-ing been retorved by the grand juryat the last December criminal termof the circuit court here. He hasbeen away 'until recently and couldnot be caught. It is claimed thathe sitole the cow of. Mr. W. ArmourGardner, of Fountain avenue, andswapped her to ' C. C. Thompson,who rum the sawmill three miles outfrom here on the Cairo pike. Thelatter gave Johnson a bull and $3for the cow, which was reveredsome month-s ago by the authoritiesand returned to Mr. Gardner. John-son skipped out but the grand juryindicted him and the bench warrantwas issued a few days ago and turnsed over to the detectives, w'bo lastnight went out to the home ot theaccused. -
Detective Baker stood at the sideof the house while Sleuth Moorerapped at uhe front door. Johnsoesson-in-law came to the door and letI the *weave in. Pohuson lay in
l
bed in the front room bet notlorow-ig this Officer Moore startedthrough that darkened quarter to thesecond room where a light wasburning. After the detective got byJohnson leaped out of bed in thefront room, rushed out the frontdoor in his under clothing and start-ed through the field toward thestable. The officers quickly detect-ed the white form flitting throughthe moonlight and gave chase. Theman was found shivering with cold,'hid in some stable veticles. He wast taken back to the house where tie4icloehing was donned and he then,brought to jail.
The board of health is planoing a
vigorous campaign for the better-
ment of the sanitary conditions this
spripg and summer, and has asked
the co-operation of the board of pub-
lic works in the good work, aud has
received an assurance to that end.
Yet to carry out the work mapped
cut by the board of health means the
expenditure of many thousands of
dollars. To abate the nuisance in
the shape of a pond near Third and
Harrison streets and to atTord relief
Keeping the Clean.
for surface drainage in that locality
A9 Paducah progresses it is con-. 
c,alls for an •expenditure of $1,000 at
fronted, wish ,problems and a multi-. . 
that point. A quagmire exists back
Street*
,V) Y.•• •
theretofore 'cnneidered of minor im-
ezetisees. question
'portance has now developed into one
that commands thlopktention of
general council atdard of peblic
works. It ie'thestraretion of, keep-
ing 11:e streets cleat!, and more es-
pecially .11te improved streets. Pa-
ducah haw passed the period where
the ohninirgaserg and a few employes
can keep the streets clean. Improv-
ed streets call for machinery and
apparatus adapheit'e fear cleaning
streets of that character, such 25
sweepers and flualottre. •
The question right now is whether
the city will perform the work or let
it out by contract. Improved Streets
lose much of their value unless kept
clean, and unclean streets are a dis-
grace and a discredit to a city: The
Register opposed the bond ;issue for
the reason that it did not believe
that Paduca'h financially could afford
a luxury of that magnitude at this
time, and for other good reasons,
one of which was the expetpse of
keeping them clean: As to how
well found•ed.our views were, we are
willing for the city's experience to
attest. But the improvements are
here and now to take care of them.It is said by the board, of public
works that the cost to the city of• keepingt the improved streets deanlast year amounted to more than thecost of repairs and the cleaning ofall the streets the year before. Bidsfor cleaning the *trees were sought
of the High School that must be
abated, and it is imperative to drain
the low lands on South Fourth and
Fifth streets in the vicinity of the
old city hospital. Then comes the
extension of the sanitary sewoo.
There are innumerable sloughs andlow places that are unhealthy whichneed attention. The city being soflat, and new streets interfering withthe natural drainage ways the city
must find
situation.
the means for relieving thc
IN NIGHT !CLOTHES
CHILLINESS WAS TOO PIERC-
ING FOR DAVE JOHNSON
TO RUIN FAR. '
He Is Charged With Having itolen
W. Armour's Cow That Wes
Recovered,
The cold atmosphere cousins in
contact with the thinly clad Personof David Ms Johnson caused him






Florence Davis, in the exquisiteromantic comedy, "The Player Maid,'by Louise Malloy, the attraction atthe Kentucky theater yesterday alternoon and night, was one of the greetet actresses ever seen in this city.She had excellent support. The
finale ended most satisfactorily tothe audience, as the Earl of Roxbury,whom 'she tried to deceive in love-making and at first did not hove, fin-ale,- won her affection and they be-came engaged.
The acting of Miss Davis, whoplayed the role of Eleanor Hallam,was a revelation to the local theatre-goers. She is in a clasv all to her-self.
4"The Player Maid" is an odd nameand a strange play ..n this section ofthe country. It has been playingon the coast and this is its first sea-sob in this part of the country. Asthe play was nof familiar to the localamusement lovers the audiences weresmall.
I Manager Thomas Roberts shouldtry to get this star to again appearat The Kerrtneke for she would cer-tainly draw a packed 'house.
"Carnations."
Thursday we will make the specialprice of $o cents per dozen on allcarnation* Ixcepting green and yel-low which are 75 cents at
BROWN'S, The Florist.
For Sale' or Charter.









The Farmers Are to Be Assisted
and Instructed Regarding Rais-
ing Certain Things.
Yesterday morning tist• farmers ofthe county met here in the city andorganized what is to be known as
the "Farmer? •Institute of McCrack-en County," which oi-ganization 'hasas an object the 'development of this
county's farming. The officerschosen are Gip .Husbands, president;
W. L. Bowers, vice president; F.
F. Rogers, secretary, and E. K..Bonds, chairman of the executive
conunittee. The latter was empow-
ered to select the remainder of his
committee, which he did, choosing
G. Robert Noble, Thomas E. Bos
wall, Stephen Menard, Saunders
Brooke- and Arch Tate.
The desire of the organization is
to encourage the farmers in raising
ctrtain vegetables, fruits, melons,
truck gardening, etc., on a large
scale and make this city quite an
important center in this respect. It
is believed the action will redoundto the great credit and success ofeverybody if properly pushed.
Mr. Bonde is the leading commis-sion merchant of hert.. and beingthoroughly in touch with what pro-ducts the market wants he is made
the executive consmittee chairmen,
Where be will be able to help the til-lers of the soil.
Quite a large crowd of farmerswas present at yesterday's gathering.while more are expected to be therenext Wednesday when swathe rses-sion wilt be held to complete outlin-ing the details for the scheme.
The Register has spoken of thefeasibility and good to come of i. i•plan numerous times, and it is asource of gratification to see
farmers and business men taking upthe project which will make Paducaha big market.
List of new subscribers added bythe East Tennessee Telephone com-pany today: ro
T146—Faust fires'. Lumber Co .;Office, room No. 6, Fret.
2346—Grouse, A. K., Residence,%Sixth and Clay.
620-2—Dopriest, A. B., Residence,Tyler, Ky.
249—Walker, S. H., Residence.
1210 South Sixth.
550—Ballowe, Mrs. Sarah, Resi-dence, Third and Clark.
Like other commodities, te;ephoneservice -should be paid according to
its vglue.
Loco /loads of dry heating and cookstove wood $1.25 per tioo-horse loaddelivered promptly. Tel. 442. E. E.Bell Sous, 1330 South Third street. •
Have yOu seen it? The-carnotite-T.novelty of today, "The Gregn Ones."Special price on carnations for to-day—green and e 75 centsall others 50 cent*, r dozen at
See the display of carnation in ourwindow today. The "Green ones" 75cents per dozen all other coke.% 50cents for today only.
BRONSON'S. The Florist
We have in the city about 2,800sobscribers or five times as *many asthe Independent Co., outside the cityand within the county we have 63times as 
nd
many, ' r ea e the In-5101011jkigdepeent Co. Yet: will plam atelephone in your i flee at thesame sate the indepulloent Co. iseepposied to charge and provide inadditicut, long-- -efiststitee---firctlitiewwhich will enable you to reach fiftythillion people forn your home. Call3o0 for jurther information.
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONEBRIF•ON, & CO. COMPANY.
WIFE NOW
WANTS DIVORCE
CORA E. HOUSER SUED HIM
YESTERDAY FOR DIVORCE.
He Is Boilermaker Who Was Arrest-
ed on It Being Presumed He
Wanted to Shoot Wife.
John W. Houser's ticsobles seem
to •come in bunches, as rsterdymorning his wife, Cora
filed suit against him ire item,court. Only yesterday iu. the e
mart HoUser was dieinisOte 
ol 
e
charge of flourishing a gtiii o :
South Tenth street. His wife -claimsthat they were married January 22,'cos, in rhe cOunty, and that he hasbeen wasting his estate,. been getyof drunireness and nsistreatiog her. Inaddition to the divorce she wants th-cestody of their little child and $25per month alimony.
Houser and his wife separatedabout six weeks since and she wentto her former home in the county.Tuesday she came to town and Hous
er was looking for they, having withhim a shotgun and a quart of whiskyand intoxicated in addition. In herlimit for divorce his wife says shebelieves he would have- done herbodily harm if the police had notquickly arrived and taken him awayfrom South Tenth street where shewas stopping and where he came.He was arrested Tuesday 'but yes-ttrday morning in the police courtCoy Attorney Harrison asked JudgeSanders to dismiss the case and thiswas done Houser claimed he hadbeen t at hunting in the country withthe gun and simply called aroundto see his wife while en route home.his intention not being to harm her,but she say, otherwise in her peti-tion. Houser is a boilermaker atthe I. C. railroad shops.
RIBBONS FOR ALL TYPE-WRITERS, THE BEST ON THEMARKET, PADUCAH STAMPAND STENCIL CO., 523 BROAD-WAY. OLD TEL 36




Just Like Cut, Only
9 CENTS
Beginning promptly  at 9 o'clock tri-
day morning we will sell this
Cut" 8-inch Berry Dish, one to a cus-
tomer, for 9 cents each. This Dish is
a lovely pattern, and a nice imitation
of genuinne cut glass, also extra heavy
"Press









-JO*WA LL 'iig. kii
112-114-n6 NORTH FOURTH ST, PADUCAH, KY..
•
Ba,plc of every Policy of.
THE lii MUTUAL LIFE
of New York stands.. ?..:
•VFlet American Life In- t
smance Co. The Company that 1
„ Policy-holders -













FULL LINE OF SPRIN.
GOODS ON DISPLAY....
Roma 111,1 Fraternity Bldg.
C. MANN11113 SEARS, M. D.
Office 1107 *gin St.
Talkie 377.
'Mt FLIES
BE WISE AND GET A GOODCLOCK OR HAVE YOUR NU.--ENT ONES PUT IN Flits'CLASS ORDER WE DO THEFINEST KINDS OF REPAIRWORK ON ALL KINDS OFCLOCKS AND WATCHES











Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates,.Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and CalandersFramed right up to date in five min-utes time at the
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e have decided to disContinue the retail sale of Furniture inThe"' firandest Opportunity I'Vaducah, to devote our entire energies to our factory, and lyillcloseout our entire stocks at .1,14-116-207413 South ThirdEver Offered! rims gtot!t COtoSIL solliastisonace.bo. wt_f, ideeThe grsaleeat°esant opportunityetoce k rofofFfeurLitduAcaTh house.
TWO 6 and 207-213 SOUTt1}117HrlItisDhsjerms Sale CaSh. THE PADUCAH FURNITURE MANUFACTURING COMPANY I









ItitT CL&AINING BY CONTRACT




terday aftern•Ae •••ffi?"INiit Meet-
ing of the ,..444are,,,,. tom-
mttee from tigadative
boards and t1rijdke. works
towards eith y repairing
the present lac spinning Island
Creek, at Foutintreaf oe cblistruct-
ing a new stone and steel structure.
Looking towatliketlii0leed it was or-
dered that General Manager John
Bleecker, ol ehis etriterailotay com-
pany, be conferred with and it ascer-
tained what his company would do
towards paying•pgrt of the expense
of building tht"new bridge, that will
be equipped with room sufficient for
the company to run its car tracks
across it in ,extending the system
over into Mechanicsburg..
The public improvement committee
met with the board of works in the
• latter's room anilk they swine Oval'
an hour talking abbut what afoul!, ise
done with the bridge. Cosy Engineer
Washington stated• that he could re-
pair the present structure for about
$1,oco or $1,2oo and pat it in condi-
tion for • a year's use, but he
thought it best to COTIStruet a new
stone and steel bridge that would last
a life time. To this ead he sobruitted
a rough sketch, which showed a
bridge with stone piers for support,
A while the frame work is steel, and the
bridge floor of paving brick. This
practically makes it devoid of all
wood. This drwiving provided that
in the crater the street car tracks
should be, enclosed with an iron
fence, to,prevent anyone from ge-
e° ting over on the rails in way of
diN danger. On each side of the tracks
will be a roadway for wagons, these
pasaageways to be enck.ised with
fences also. Then on both sides of
the bridge outside the wagonways
will be places for the pedeetrians to
cross. Me. Washington estimated
that this new improved bridge would
cost about 'Amer'
During the contereoce someone
stated + that the traction company
would pay for only one-sixth of the
new bridge, sod this brought forth
expressions if such was the caae the
city could go ahead and build a
bridge for its own use and let the
car company put up one by itself
across the creek, because if the new
structure goes up it *ill convenience
the erection people as much as the
City, and expressions indicated the
alselief that the private concern should
Ilhear more of the expanse than one-
sixth. The committee and kvork
board discussed the new bridge, ond
repairing the old one, in all its
phases, but remarks *did not evidence
ihat either was preferable. Finally it
was referred toserliesr.osn-fiank. and
Councilman Barnett, as representa-
-"gives' of the legislative bodice, and
City Engineer Washington, as repre-
sentative of the board of works to
call upon Cienetal Manager John S.
Bleecker, of the car company, and see
what his concern would d•o towarde
bearing a portion of',6harlelleienses.
This committee is tcs resort ,bark
ae soon as possible, statittglefial the
line will do,..and Abin
sh-, the latter's -deciiiion probehilFele
• final steps will be taken ',-For -quite. a whde there-, has *den
agitated the questitm of effecting
arrangements so there tett be drained
the water which accurtKat Att.• 45.- edita.gusede ip the hollow th
ter of tile block surrounded by
'Harrison, Fourth and Madison
streets. It is the desire of the
officials to drain thiantacinumulation
into the river nearby,- but it cannot
be done because the seWer drain pipe
has been covered over with the big
till of dirt deposited by. James Eaker
on his property. Water also accune-
miubates around the George W. Rob-
ertson stable at Third and Harrison,
and the wish is to get rid of it also.
Nov{ at this meeting City Engineer
Wasitingtton informed the board of
works that it would coat about $1,o
to lay a big drain pipe down deep
1 enough to carry away the hollowwater and also the water around thestable to the river, this idea being to
dig up the ground and run the pip-
ing clear to the edge of the river.
He simply brought in this report to
show what would have to be done,
but nothing was decided on as this
question has been referred to the
board of works and street committee,
which separate bodies will have to
holds a conference to reach some con-
clusion.
The question of creating a street
cleaning department was discussed it
some length, but the board of works
will not make its recommendation to
the legislative boards for a few .weeks
yet in this respect. During the re-
narks it was brought out that now
the city furnishes all the apparatus
for cleaning the re-constructed thor-
oughfares, while the nephew of City
Jailer Thomas Evitts supplies only
the horses to operate the apparatus,
and the drivers, and gets 66 cents per
block for every time the highways
are cleansed of the filthy accurreinn-
lations. This makes the expense of
cleaning the re-constructed streets
more than the entire colt of repairing
all the graveled streets in the entire
city. This developing the board of
works will doubtless recommend that
the city create its own street cleaning
department and operate work
without letting contracts vate
parties to do it. •
When the Illinois Central railroad
was given a franchise to lay tracks in
this city, the grant provided that the
company's rails should be kept level
with the public street grades, so as
not to form any rough places where
the thoroughfares crossed the tracks.
Street Inspector Elliott reported to
the board that on First and Second
and also on North Ninth, the com-
pany's rail; were much lower than
the street; and this caused had places
that should be remedied at the cost
of the I. C. Acting- on this sugges-
tion, the board ordered the city en-
gineer to look into the matter and
bring in a report making recommtn-
dations.
Street Inspector Elliott was er-
dered to have new flooring placed
on the bridge spanning Island creek
at Sixth street. It will cost about
0o-
Each night when the 11•30 o'clock
N. C. & St. L. passenger train comes
into this city from down the road
the train people leave the coaebes
standing right out on Norton street
at. Fifth in the way of the public
which is liable to accident by running
into the cars. Orders were issued
directing the road officials to keep
the coaches off the public street so
the thoroughfare can be kept clear
co eta tly.
inuThas been' stealing cindersfront the rear of the city's power-
iliouse on Madison, between Ninth
iihdi Tenth streett, and to prevent
this it,was ordered that a fence be
put 'pp. around the rear premises en-
closing the cinders, and then if any-
body took any of tbem they, be war-
ranted„-as the cinders are for use of
the cit3! only. .
The atreet,idspeetor was instructed
to repair only theme had alleys over
town that absolutely needed the im-
provement. •
The dirt street behind George




We have any style you
want, or will make
It for you.
is in had condition, and the people
having to use the thoroughfare mint
It repaired with gravel, but as WI
will have to be paid for by the abut-
ting property owners nothing was
done, unless the people' petition for
adoptioit of an ordinante stipulating
the highway shall be improved with
gravel.
Engineer WashinVon was re-
quested to see what . could tê .doM
towards repairing the waked-awayend of the sewer pipe at 4uiner'3
fill.
M.r. Guy Nance cparng to
open an undertaking Establishment,
At 213 -South Third street, and in or-
der to get out the back way be will
have .to build a gate leading onto
the City property behind the city hall,
and come through the alley beside
the hall. He asked the board per-
mission to put up the gate and come
out that way across the public prop-
erty, but he was asked to put his ap-
plication in in writing, when it will
be considered. He agrees to haul all
the city's sick and injured in his
fine ambulance free of charge, if they
will let him use the public ground in
getting out.
The board ordered a letter be sent
the council recommending that an
rdinance be adopted, providing for
grading and graveling of Fourteenth
between Clay apd Marrison streets,
the property owners out that way
wanting the street improved in this
manner.
Street Inspector Elliott reported
that at many points over the city
the grades of the streets were not
sufficient to flow surface water to
the river, therefore there accumenu-
lated and flowed over commons and
private property slop and other bad
waters 'running out from private
homes, The inspector said this was
very unhealthful to the community
in these respective vicinities, and he
wanted something done. He was Or-
dered to bring in a report, showing
just exactly where this condition of
affairs existed over the town. .
To the city engineer was referred
the matter about the -plank waterway
not being in good condition on 'Hus-
band near Fifth street.
The street inspector was directed
to see Chief James \Moods, of the
fire department, and ascertain if sotJ imposed a -special levy of $1 for everyhose coulde not be gotten for the meet inhabitant of age of that coun-1street department to flush the ty, this money to go to thr fund for'thoroughfares and gutters with. maintenance of the county public ,It was ordered that the street in-troads. A temporary restrainingspecter repair the bad parts of the order has already been issued andfence running alongsidt the fill near Judge Reed now hears the applica-the poor farm on West Tennessee tion for a permanent order. The law-street. yers in the proceeding are waitingSupt. Rills, of the N. C. & St. L., until the judge about disposes of thehils• been letting the city use the
vacant plot of ground beside the
road's depot, at Fifth and Norton, to
More city gravel on it. Now the road
wants the ground and has used much
of the gravel. Inspector Elliott was
ordered to collect from the road the
price that used by the latter. Mr.
Elliott was also ordered to make the
street car company pay for many
loabs.of the city's stone the car
people tilt*, from Third, and Harri-
son without•tipthority. Ile will make
the Pittsburg coal company pay for
the city's rock this company used
also. •
Report was madelo the board that
the old- telephone copmany had put
up so many poles that it obstructed
the alley running from Ninth to
'tenth, between Clay and Trimble
streets. The street inspector was
directed to•warrant the company if
it 'eel/eloped they put up the posts
without authority.
Tn the city engineer was referred
the matter of geting rid of water
rwhich flows over private property




COMES UP AT BENTON
COURT.
Arthur Martin Selected Trustee for
The Walter Wilkins Bank-
ruptcy Proceeding.
omOrrow or Saturday there will
'taken up at Benton the injunction
t of John C. Garner against former
sheriff David Reeves, which action
is the one testing the action of the
Marshall county fiscal court, which
other civil business before him so
they will have plenty of time in
which too argue this proceeding.
The judge has notified theirs he le
ready to take up the matter when
they are ready and they will wait
until the last of the week.
Trustee Chosen.
The documents will be served on re-
turn of the craft.
Jackson Laid Up.
At the last term of the circuit
court Gus Jackson of Meiber, this
county, was convicted of running a
disorderly house and fined eloo. He
never paid the amount and the Cir-
cuit Clerk, Joe Miller, issued a docu-
ment for him to either pay or go to
jail. Deputy Sheriff Clark Fortson
went out to Melter to arrest Jackson
but found him—down abed with
sciatic rheumatism and unable to
move. jacioson was left there but
will be locked up when able to be
brought to town, as he says he will
serve it out in jail rather than pay.
He runs a little lemonade stand at
Melber and some months ago acrowd
came over from Graves county, and
taking charge of his place, raised a
big racket. Neighbors had him in-
dicted and he was fined'. Heretofore
he was fined ego for furnishing liquor
to minors of that vicinity, lie paid
this.
No Lunatic.
There was not tried yesterday as
expected the young lady, Miss Mar-
shall, who is an idiot It was re-
ported to the authorities that s
was unsound mentally and should be
tried and ordered to the asylum for
self protection, but an investigation
shows she is an idiot and will have to
either be maintenance money
by the state or 'be sent to the feeble
minded institute. To try her the
circuit court will have to be awaited,
as an idiot cannot be tried in any
other tribunal, because the allowance
is made in that court.
asking that he commute the sentence.
No effort has yet been made- at'
building tibe scaffold for the execu-
tion, but it is understood that the
execution will not take place in tie-




Conversion to the .Catholic Church
Said to Be More Than Mete Form.
London, March 7.—The story that
Princess Ena would be married to
King Alfonso in London by prow
is denied. It is now stated that Prin-
cess Ena has for some time had Cath-
olic learnings, and when at Kensing-
ton often attended the church of the
Carmelite Fathers. She has fallen
much under the influence of the
Catholic Empress Eugenia. A noted
Jesuit says that her conversion does
not differ from the conversion of a
milkmaid. It is thoroughly sincere
and he will begin an affirmation of
her belief that the Catholic church
is the only true church.,
•
New Factory Now Ready
moo .giris wanted. Clam work
and good wages Apply Mergeu-
thalrEorton Basket Co.
SEEK TO SAVEYesterday ar.a meeting of the end- 
MURDERER'S NECK. ,itors :n the Walter Wilkins bank-
ruptcy proceeding before Referee E..Citizens of Madisonville Opposed toW. Bagby„ettorney, A. Y.Martinwas.
In connection with the best Foun-
tain service, Zach Hayes has added
a fine line of
Candy
Execution ot Garth Tompkins, land will continue to keep up the rep-
selected as the trustee for the credi-
Colored.tors to look after their interests while utation oar fountain has for rnagnifi-the estate of the bankrupt is being
wound up.'
Distribute Dividend.
Yesterday the referee in the bank-
ruptcy court issued an order stating
that upon March 19th he would or-
der a dividend declared in the Taylor
0. Fisher bankruptcy case.
case, iinless evidence to the contrary
was offered and showed sufficient to
around Thirteenth-and Firmrrery. atay.the distribution.
Deputy U. S. Marshal.
The culvert at Nineteenth street
and Kentucky avenue is in bad shape
•and the city- engineer was ordered Deputy United States Marshalto repair it. Wade Brown yesterday went to LynnThere was referred to the city county to serve some federal courtSolicitor the question of having con- papers in different actions.de mn ation proceedings instftuted i A jeltinan employed on, the steameragainst Auetin Tyndall, so as to take Joseph Williams has filed suit in the
of that craft for wages claimed dueublic 
alley from 
forcible possession of enough of hisi federal court here against the ownersproperty to open a p 
Twelfth to Thirteenth, between Jef- for services. The deputy skt upfern and Memroe. The balance of, nearly all of Tuesday night to servethe people along the alley want te; the papers, but finally went to bed,give their ',property for nothing but and a few moments after that theTyndall refuses. The solicitor to boat passed down en route fromsee what can be done in the matter Louisville to the Mississippi river.
•
Madisonville, Ky., March 7. - A
petition is being signed by most all
the influential men of the city asking
the governor to commute the death
sentence-of Gar.o, Tompkins, the ne-
gro murderer, to life impeenment.
A number of strong personal letters
from influential men of this citywin be written to Gov. Beckham





All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery, , Work (Use
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE Ohl THE MARKET for Monumental andBuilding purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-come dark and discolored
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. PorteousiMarble, Granite
and Stone Works.





Corner Fourth and Jefferson Streets. Paducah, Ky.
Buggies
00.00 to $159.00_ _
— -
We have any style you








Washington, D. C., March 7.—
Material out of which to manufacture
7,680,000 nickel five-cent pieces has
been advertised for by the United
States mint at Philadelphia. The de-
mand for ttre small coins is so great
that it keeps that department of the
mitt busy to supply it. It will require
90,000 pounds of copper and 30,000
pounds of nickel to make the corers.
The face value of the coins will be
$384,000, many times the value of the
crude material of which they are
made.
APPEALS FROM DECISION.
Of Missouri Supreme Court in Mat-
ter of Making Rogers Answer
Questions.
New York. March 6.—The Stand
art) Oil officLele have appealed from
the decision f the Supreme court of
Missouri, that they artist answer the
questions M the Standard Oil pro-
ceeding*. This fart was (brought out
when a delay was asked today just
belore Justice Gokliersteeve was to
sign the order compelling Henry II.
Rogers to answer the questions.
HOMES ARE ASKED
FOR BRIGHT CIIILDREN
Louisville, Ky., March 7.—The
Kentucky Children's Home society
has sixty boys and girls between the
age,: of 3 and 9 years for whom they
desire good, Christian homes. These
children are unusually bright and at-
tractive and we guarantee that no
family will be disappointed in a child
we send them.
The *inter months- have given us
an enormous amount of work to do.
We are receiving more dhildren now
in a month than we formerly did 
:1!
a year, and as a rule the childrce
are much brighter and much better
looking and much easier controlled
than children we formerly handled.
Will you not sbow your interest in
this great work for humanity by giv-
ing a home to tee of these little
ones? Unless you have a first-claos
home in every respect and unless you
are moral and stand well in your
community, do ont apply, as we will,
under no circumstances, place a child
in a home un:ess it can get the very
best advantages.
This is the Master's work, inas-
muelt as He said "Suffer little chil-
dren to come unto Me and forbid
t: .en not." If you are interested itt
is charity, and would like to take
e child, please address the Kentucky
Children's Home society, No. 2116






LISHED BY MESSRS HEAD
AND KERTH.
Organizer Helsley Installs New
Lodge at Coldwater Ky., Next
Monday—Secret Orders.
The Register 'is in receipt of a copy
of the initial issue of "The Southern
Eagle" whiah is published here in
ibis city by Muessrs. Louis P. Head
and August Kerth, two well known
idavspaper men. The publication is
small, but newsy and has excellent
prospects for a rapid growth. It is
devoted strictly to fraternalism and
already (has quite a wide circulation.
ale. Head is the preeent representa-
tive of this county in the state leg-
islature, and also state president of
the Order of Eagles, while Mr.
'Kerth is a oharter member of the
Eagles here, and also a charter mem-
bet of the Evansville, Ind., Knights
of Pythias lodge, but holds his lat-
ter mernberehip here. He is now con
nected with the composing depart-
ment of The Register, where Mr.
}lead was formerly associated.
The Register speaks a good ward
for the secret order journal and
wishes it the success seemed as-
sured.
New Woodman Lodge.
Organizer J. W. Helsley, of this
district for the Woodmen of the
World. will next Monday go to Cold
water, Ky., to install the new body
the has gotten up for that city. He
etarts off with twenty members.
Postponed Dance. •
The combined. Woodmen lodges of
this city will give next Tuesday eve-
ning fire dance they postponed from
several weeks ago on account of the
sv eath r. It will be at the Wes
.Flowers' dance hall above the old
Brunswick bowling alley building.
Pythian Clubrooms.
The Executive and ,clitbroom corn-
. teittee for .
lodge is rapidly getting their club-
room into condition and it will be
thrown open for use of the members
met Monday evening in the side of
•heir double hall in the Campbell
block, On Broadway rrear Fifth street.
There are pool tables all kinds of
games, reading, writing and music
roome in fact everything to comprise
a very successful innovation of this
nature by the secret order.
State Commander.
Tirzah Neleee is in the city
spending several days with the La-
dies of the Maccabeei and conducting
a school of instruction among them.
She is commander of Kentucky for
al: the lodges in the state and is, here
on an official visit.
Yesterday afternoon a reception
eas held at their hall over Fifth and
Broadway bx the ladies compliment-
ary to Mrs. Nelson.
Elks' Notations.
This evening at the meeting of
the Elks' lodge more nominations
will be made for the different offices
that will be filled at the regular eke-
lion be be held the last Thursday
night of this month. Nominations
%ere made lase Thursday evening and
will doubtless be continued at every
session until time for the election
MEETS BOOK VALUE.
Offer of $17,500,000 Made for Indiana
Railroads of John R. Walsh.
Chicago, Mlarch 7.--The com-
mittee appointed by the Chicago
clearinghouse for the purpose of
liqu, tThg the affairs of the Chicago
National of -which John R. Walsh
was president, offered to sell the
Southern Indiana and Chicago South-
ern railroads which are a principal
part of Waisth's assets for $27.5oo,-
000. An offer was made to a com-
mittee of eastern railroad men who
lately -have been inspecting the prop-
erties.
If the price is accepted it will pay
off all obligations assumed by the
Chicago clearing house to meet the
book value of the Chicago National
bank, which was $242 per share, and
leave Wlalsh $3.500.000. The offer
has been taken under advisement.
CARBON PAPER, TYPEWRIT-
ER PAPER AND STENOGRAPH-
ERS' NOTE BOOKS, THE HIGH-
EST QUALITY AT WHOLESALE
PRICES. 1PADUCAH STAMP
AND STENCIL CO., sae BROAD-




MONDAY WE BEGIN OUR ANNUAL CLEARING SALE. 'NUFF
SAID. DON'T MISS A GOOD THING.
HUNTING BIG EGGS.
HOW THE COLLBCTOR GETS AND
PRESERVES HIS SPECIMENS.
It Is Necessary to Have Outfits as
Extensive as Those of Hunters
of Big Game—Some Par-
ti eulars.
Those who think deer or mountain
Lion hunting to be hard work ought to
try hunting hawks' nests for awhile
and get a taste of the really strenuous
life. Hawks nest all over the world,
from the equator to the far north; they
make up one of the largest and most
widely known of any of the bird fatu
Mg. To them belong the great bald
eagles and the tiny sparrow hawks
everyone knows. But their banns are
all different, so that methods which
Will result in the finding of one hawk's
nest, gays the Los Angeles Times, will
take the hunter directly by Oar horns
of another species. The lIttlie sparrow
hawk lays its eggs in a. hollow tree,
while the eagle builds a bulky nest of
all sorts of sticks and places It in the
very tiptop of the highest available
The hawk hunter—who, by the way,
calls himself an "oologist"—takes with
him as much of an outfit as would. a
deer hunter. First of all, he wears a
Suit of duck or khald, lemon, or, prefer-
ably, forest green in color, and instead
of the usual heavy shoes of a hunter,
light leather creations which yield to
every movement of the foot and cling
as tenaciously to the bark of trees as
would the barefoot. To aid him in
climbing still further, he carries a
pair of the "climbers" used by telo
phone and telegraph linemen. Added
to this is a tin box having straps on
each end so that it may be easily car.
Med, and In which the eggs are care
fully packed in cotton.
Entering the forest or the cliff-walled
canyon, the modern hawker strikes out
carefully, treading as silently as any
deer hunter, searching the skies fre-
quently with a field glass for the great
birds he seeks. Hawks, eagles and
most of the owls neat in early spring
from the first of February to the end
of May, so that the collector must be
afield early in order to get eggs in
which incubation has not commenced
He scans the tops of trees or much
likely places as he knows and, findins
some great bulk of sticks looming
darkly against the sun, he lays down
his parapheanalia and ascends the tree
If the hawk be one of the large spades
known as buzzard hawks, a rap on tho
trunk of the tree will usually send the
nesting bird in screaming flight from
her home. With the smaller hawks
this test does not apply, but the ex
perienced hawker rarely climbs to s
nest from which no bird eau be in
duced to fly.
Once secured and brought safe!)
lhome, the next thing for the "oologist•
to do is to preserve the eggs. This ho
does by drilling a small hole in en.
side of the egg and removing the con
tents by means of a blowpipe. Instru
moots are manufactured for this pun
pose, and many are or intricate make
for use when the eggs are valuablo
and so far incubated as to be unsay
able with the unaided blowpipe
When the eggs are emptied of the,
contents, they are thoroughly dried
with hot air and then laid carefully
away in trays of cornmeal to becomt
entirely dry in case the air has let'
any drops of moisture. In a day en
two they are placed.in their final nest
of cotton in the drawer of a csbine'
where many other hawks' eggs hav•
preceded them. Each collection is cat
alogued, and the eggs are marked with
a known symbol, so that not only ma)
each set be distinguished from all the
others, but each species may also be
known by a glance at the egg and
without reference to the printed cats
Many thousands of dollars' worth o!
hawks' and other birds' eggs pass an-
nually through the mails of this coun
try. They are sent in exchange be-
tween collectors living in widely sep-
arated parts of America. aid many
come from Europe, where the study ol
birds' eggs and ,he sport of collecting
them have been developed to • much
greater extent than here.
A rare merlin found only In the
northern part of Canada during th,
breeding season lays an egg worth tr.
to its fortunate tinder; and not only
this, but the merlin usually lays smte
three to five egge in every neat, sc
that a "set" (as the full number ol
etas laid by a ,..rd is called) may bo
werth a neat sum to the hawker wh,
finds it. But it is not for money thai
most of these men who have taken tie
this knit of sport go out; many ot
them are independently rich, others
are in lucrative positions, but the:
take It up as a means of getting oti.
into the world of the wild, and brint,
home the eggs as souvenirs of thell
tr'ps. In time this has grown to tu
a regular study, until nerw'almoat all
the large ma:mums have a departenenl
devoted exclusively to the study of the
eggs of birds, living and extinct.
son cloth bound Standard Classics White House Cook Book, alwa
ys
at 12%0 *Au for $2t.so, now 870
73c and $r.00 copy rights at ,•450
SI So copy right novels, latest and Pull. leath
er binding Webster's Dic-
best, at 75e, 900, $1.10 
tionary, indexed for $1.65
Woman's E.xchange Cook Book. Padded leather edition of the Poets,
worth $1.00, for .... .._.,,,, . 570 worth $i.ast now _50#
----itiliu-nottsti ot—G-OOD THINGS IN—B-501a,-IiIIILIUMID—UM—
TIONARIES AT. CUT PRICES.. .• .
We will pay $t .co fo the return of any one of the following cash
Sale Tickets: 818, 26a, 647, 335 t'r 705.
•
An Exceptional Occupation.
A Parisian actor who ft:miserly made
a good Income in his profession is floe
eurning his living as a cab driver. Hi
has taken this terp to spit his
vorced wife. Wherever be went sh..
p"t C lien on his salary. The actot
fcund that the only occnpation in
wiiich his wife was helpless against
Wm eta cab driving, bemuse he dee*
no wages tad htd to gay for the hire
of the cab. He says he is making s
good living and is quite happy.
 .GettlEg Ble Maps. •
Molly—I hear your brother Ii weae
leg corsets, nowl
Cholly—Oh, ',i he's trying to get
in shape for the inter afternoon teas
—Yonkers Statesman.
RECREATION HOURS
PLAYS AND GAMES WITH WHICH
TO AMUSE.
Clever Scheme for Plece-Cards---ljn-
'usual Way to Arrange Partners
at Informal Evening Affair—
Pretty Table at a Birth-
day Party.
A Souvenir Portal Card Party.
Nearly every town of any die has
its own individual postale, and in this
day and generation everyone is the re-
sapient of away of these charming .rs-
rola& re- of travel, both at home and
abroad. Something original in the way
of entertaining for either dinner,
luncheon or "afternoon" was given by
the hostess when she planned this af-
fair.
Th.. rooms were decorated with post-
ale fastened together by holes punched
In the corners and ribbons run through
them. Panels were formed in this
way and made a most effective decors,
tion. Cards were stuck in picture
frames, placed on tables, on the man-
tels and every spot where they would
attract attention. These cards were
topics of conversation which was very
animated. "Do you remember?" and
"that reminds me" were expressions
hearci on all sides.
Invitations were sent out on local
souvenir cards. Then for "place cards"
at this luncheon the hostess had
mailed cards to each guest, ten in
number, addressing them to her awn
house number. By these they found
their places at the table. Each one
ass asked to come prepared to relate
some incident of travel, either "hu-
morous," "startling" or "pathetic." A
vote was taken as to the beat story
in each class, souvenirs were awarded
Inexpensive articles which the hostess
had collected with this party in mind
Souvenir spoons were used and the ta-
ble linen came from Ireland
The menu consisted of grape frail,
(-reamed potatoes served in ramekins,
whole wheat bread, cherry salad made
by replacing the Os of California
cherries with hazel nuts, serving it on
head lettuce leaves with a rich may-
onnaise dressing, and cheese wafers;
Ice cream was served in halves of ma-
telot. e with small cakee,- The bon-
bons were in dress-suit case boxes, and
the almonds in miniature band-boxes,
which the guests were given for fa-
vors. Iced tea was the beverage, with
a bit of lemon and a candied cherry
In it
Fun with Soap Bubbles.
Here Is a pretty way to amuse one
child, or any number of children.
Cover sewing tables with an old blan-
ket, or any soft material that will
make a soft pad. Then procure little
bowls of blue, yellow, or the so-called
"Dutch" ware, a quanUty of clay pipes
and several bolts of baby ribbon—the
penny-a-yard quality will do.
Wind the pipe stems with ribbon,
tying a jaunty bow at the bowl. Of
course It will get wet, but it looks
pretty when the pipes are passed. Fill
the bowls with a mixture made from
boiling shaved castile soap 'With water;
to every pint of this liquid add one
teaspoon of glycerine. This fermata
always produces the largest and most
gorgeous bubbles Imaginable
Offer prizes for the bubbles lasting
the longest; for the one with the most
vivid coloring, and for the one terve
in circumference. By the way, grown
people have been known to indulge in
"soap-bubble parties" with great sat-
isfaction. They may be blown or
fanned about the room, and it is a
beautiful sight to see 25 or 30 of them
In the air at the same time.
An entertainment which furnishes
amusement for a young people's soci-
ety or club is a corn party. Invita-
tions were issued and everyolie. won-
dered what the affair could be. "Do
we eat it, pop it, or what?" No satis-
factory replies were given; those he
the secret kept the facts to themselves,
so all the expectant guests could do
was to wait and see.
When the date arrived, the rooms
were found decorated with ears of red
and white corn; they hung as a frieze,
from grill-work, from gas jets, and
portieres were made from cord ker-
nels strunt on a heavy thread. The
hernele were first soaked in lye tc
soften for the needle.
A leng basket tilled with ears of
corn, each tied at the large end with
ribbon, were passed to each guest with
the request to count the .kernels
Wooden plates were furnished on
which to put the shelled corn.. After
all had finished counting a memoran-
dum was taken, then the contents of
each plate were emptied into a large
bowl, which was conspicuously placed
In the hall, and each person requested
to guess the number of grains of cern
In the boerl. A rebord was kept et
each guest An aceount was taken
and the two who had come nearest the
correct number were awarded prises
The refreshments were hulled corn,
served in bowls with Jersey cream and
sugar; hot corn muffins, with map%
syrup; popcorn, doughnuts and toffee
A hostess who wished for woe-
thing new in the way of place cards
for the sir guests whom she bad
asked to lunch with her, devised this
sliver licheme. She sat about !fleetest-
lug emelt Mel especial fad or tralivId-
Italie= by pictures, which she mount-
ed and marked with the date, but no
same.
One girt-teat feettion--of- sitting
Turkish bid' lion on the floor, and an
advertisement was found to suit this
case to perfection. The golf girl was
easy, also the boating girl; the eques-
trienne was soon provided tor, as wan
RUIN TUE PICTURES.
 Irialleeeneeen
PEOPLE WHO "BUTT TIP- WEEK
CAXERA IS wonamitt.
Scenes Carefully Arranged by Mow-
ing Picture Artists Are Dis-
turbed and Rendered
Useless.
"Our work is sometimes seriously
Interfered with by the buttinskis, and
then again there are times when their
slamming in helps us," said the man-
ager of a turning picture concern, who
himself frames up the incidents and
supervises the taking of the pictures.
"It is impossible to guard against the
fiellifs with the buttfirg-in 'habit for
when they see anything unusual com-
ing off on the street or in any public
place their natural busybody instinct
takes bold of them, and they're bound
to nudge up and take a hand in the
proce ed Inge.
"Over in Trenton a few weeks ago
I fixed up a horsewhipping scene.
The first part of the set was easy
enough to get. It was a scene in
restaurant, in which a pretty girl,
seated at a table a little distance away
from another table at which a front>
some man with a homely wife is din
in& falls to making gongoo eyes at
the man.
"The second scene, he which I at-
ranged to have the horsewhipping take
place, took place outside the restatu
rant. We'd got police permission to
take the pictures, and I, had two ot
three men stationed In front of the
restaurant to keep the crowd back
while the phony horsewhipping was in
progress.
"When everything was an set and
the machine was snapping sway at the
homely wife laying the lath across
the face and shoulders of the flirt*
Vous girl—the lash looked like rattan,
but it was a phony, and didn't burt
it all—our troubles began.
"First a big vannigan of a man
slammed in and grabbed my homely
woman by her lash-wielding arm,
bawling that he didn't believe in see
Mg no woman stinging another worn-
an like that, and that queered one set
of films. The machine had to be
stopped while the big buttinnkt was
being informed that the thing was
orly a tableau, and that he didn't
belong to the picture.
"He took the gibes of the crowd sour-
ly, at that, and looked to be in so
much of a mind to kick our gear to
pieces that I had to get a cop to walk
him down the street
"When we got all set again and the
horsewhipping of the flirtatious girl
was once rno-e going on a scrawny
ir.tchet-faced woman, who had just
jelned the outer circle of the crowd,
ard who wagte't up to what was cot:is-
les off, rushed into tbe scene with a
shriek, grabbed my two acting women
by the hair, and started in to rough-
house them both for their 'indecency
in fighting on the street.' as she yelled
at them. The machine had to be
stopped again.
"The incident as I had framed it
up didn't call for anything like that
I bad It arranged that after the whip
Wag had proceeded for a apace the
genty husband of the homely wife
VIM to rush in and attempt to sep
irate the twe women, when his wife
was to turn on him with the lash, cans-
lag him to skiddeo down the street
Tbe girl with the goo-goo eyes was te
seize the whip from the other wow
an's hands and start in to get hunk
for the cutting she'd received, the
scene ending up that way."
CETHRONING OF ALCOHOL
Being Brought About by the Rod.
ern Spirit of Scientific
Research.
Another potent factor in the dethron
In( of alcohol has been the spirit of
scientific research of recent years, says
an Open Letter, in Century. In the
great laboratories scientists have bees
carefully studying the effects of aim
belle liquors upon the various organs
of the body, and, although they differ Is
their conclusions upon some points, the
result is that these physicians who have
most closely followed these investiga
times have, almost or entirely, abjured
alcoholics as a neceseary part of theli
therapeutic outfit. These elaborate
studies of alcohol have convinced mans
that the nourishing and strengthening
properties formerly ascribed to alcohol-
ics existed only in the imagination, and
belong to the errors of an age which had
no facilities for accurate observation
The food qualities of the grains and
fruits, it is now, believed by many an-
thoritlea, are destroyed It the process 01
making alcoholic drinks. Even the
stimulating qualities ascribed to alcohol
are denied by many, who class It among
the narcotics because of its depressant
effect
When Game Was Cheap in Kansas.
Even as late as 1886 and 188/ veni-
son was as cheap as beef in the fall
the choicest cuts selling for It% watt
a pound. while wild turkeys centld be
had for 76 cents each when tame tor
keys no larger sold for a teener. Brant
or wild geese were hard to get rid of,
as no one liked their meat. There
was little fishing, not nearly so mod
as now, and the fish were nearly all
perch or eat. The One herd of 200
head of deer In Uncle Toe Lewis' deer
park cams tram a pair he caught in
the early days sad penned up in a
pasture lot —Antbeny Republican.
dienge Salt likuedies.
_Mom iftweaatral- part od-the Conga
river theta are a number- or salt
marshes. The Africans dig shallow
holes in these, whence issue streams
of het water which, on being evap,








vilde at 8 a. in. daily connects at
Danvilile, Ky., yiith - solid - traia of
Pullman sleepers and vestibuled
coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:so a.
m. and St. Augustine Jo a. m. next
day, without change. . Dining car
serves all meals en route.
• "Florida .Sperial"—Lcaiing
wine 7:45 p. in.. carries observation
sleeper daily except Sunday, Louis-
ville to St. Augustine, without
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:3o p.
m. and St. Augustine at 10 p. in.
next day. From Danville this is
solid train of drawing room sleepers,
composite car, observation car, etc..
Dining car serves all meals en route.
Via the "Land of the Sky"-:-Pull-
man sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:43
p. m. daily, running through to
Knoxville, where connection is made
at 9:35 a. m. with through steeper
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, Co-
lumbia and Savannah, arriving at
Jacksonville at p a. m.
Waiter Tourist Tickets
Good returning until May 31st, are
now on sale at low rates.
Variable Tours
Going via Asheville and "Land at
the Sky" and "Sapphire Country'
and returning via Atlanta and Chat-
tanooga or vice versa.
For the "Land of the Sky," "Win-
ter Homes," rather handsomely il-
lustrated booklets, folders, rates, eac..„
address any agent of the Southern
Railway or C. H. Hungerford, D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Alien,
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.
Rineareon, G. P. A., Q. a C.
Route, Cincinnati, 0.
GET THIS BEAUTIFUL -
COLORED PICTURE FREE
Splendid Reproduction, in Sixteen
Tints, of a Celebrated Painting.
Every pe;see wilt; 'cods one dol-
lar to pay for a year's subscription to
the Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.
Louis. Mo., and Farm Progress, will
receive, absolutely free, a beautiful.
colored picture. ae by 32 inches in
dimensions, entitled "The Departure
of the Bridle from the Home of
Washington" Tbis picture is a.
direct reproduction from the cele- •
brated painting by Ferris. Sixteen
colors were employed in the process.
It it made on a fine, heavy paper, and
will make, when framed and hung,
a magnificent ornament for the borne,
it possesses an uncommon interest to
every American, as the central figure
in it is George Washington, standing
at the portal of his Virginia home,
bidding adieu to he bride and bridge-
groom. The color work is highly ore
nate and correct in every detail, as
are the character representations,
costumes, etc.
The Twice-a-Week Republic is the
oldest and best semi-weekly family
paper in the country, and Farm Prog-
ress, which is also published by The
Republic, I. the fastest-growing farm
monthly in America. Remember,
that you get 'both of these splendid
journals an entire year, and the beau-
tiful big colored picture, all for only'
one dollar.
Present eubscribers may take ad-
vantage of this offer, by sending a
dollar and having their tinie marked
up a year. The Republic hereby
gives notice that this offer may be
withdrawn at any time, and those
who wish the picture should send in
subscriptions at once.
Remit by. pc itoffice or express
money order, registered letter or
bank draft. Do not send personal
checks. Write names and addrespes
plainly, and address.
SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT,
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LANDLORD HUNT HAD TROU-
BLE WITH HIS TENANT,
ED M'MAHON.
Ltlie Fagan and Billie Barnes Are
Charged With Disturbing Re-
ligious Worship.
John Hurt/ was knocked out of his
buggy on North Twelfth street yes-
terday morning by Ed McMahon dur
ing a fight, but neither sustained se-
'vete bruises as a result of the fisti-
' cuff.
111 It seems that McMahon occupiesa house belonging to Hunt. McMa-
shon is engaged in the grocery busi-
cg
ic and Hunt claims he has not paid
• . sentsin full. Hunt remarked sev-
cut days ago that it was strange to
him that people would let McMahon
weigh their gtoceries when he would
not pay his rent. McMahon met
Hunt on North Twelfth street yes-
terday and asked him about it. Hunt
said he 'had nothing to take back.
and at this McMahon knocked him
dear out of his buggy and nearly
carried the vehicle top with him.
hunt surrendered 'himself to the po-





Lillie Fagan and Billie Barnes.
white, were yesterday arrested by
Officers Senser and Dugan on the
charge of disturbing the religious
worship being conducted at one of
the Mechanicsburg churelhee. There
are several others charged' with corn
plitity in the disturbance, but they
/ have not as yet been caught.
Hall Struck.
I.uby Tyree, white, was arrested
• yesterday by Officers Johnson and
Hessian on the charge of cursing
aid striking Lacy Hall.
Engaged in Scrap.
Will Reynolds and Raffle McNeely
colored, were arrested yesterday by
Officers Hill and Ferguson on the
charge of engaging in a fight.
PENSION
BOARD OF EXAMINERS HELD
MONTHLY SESSION YES-
TERDAY.
Four Original Applications, While
Three Men Request Increases
From Department
Yesterday the board of pension ex-
aminers for the federal government
held its montedy meeting at the of-
fice of Dr. Henry H. Duley, erne of
the members of the, body. There
were seven parties before the board
to be examined physically in connec-
tion with their pensions.
Edgar Roop and William C. Saun-
ders, white men of this city, went
, through the Spanish-American war,
and now make application for a pen
Moe oil account of dieshility sustain-
ed as a result of their service out Ill
the field. James Shoffner, colored,
of this city, went through the wa:
with Spain, while George Alexander,
colored, went through the civil war.
both these darkies now make their
first application for a pension.
Those who have already been.
granted pensions but are now being
examined to see if they are entitled
to the increase they made applica-
tion for, are George W. Clay, col-
ored. of 'Mayfield, Ky.; William
Joni* colored, of Holloway, Ky • ;
George F.. Vaughan, white, of Har-
din, Ky. All of them went through
the civil war.
• The hoard estamineds the pleyercial
condition of the parties and filling ire
the blanks will send the documents
to the pesion department at Wash-
ington, I). C., where it is decided
whether or not the new pension shall
• be granted and the increases request-
ed allowed.
.0
CHINN BILL PASSES SENATE
Measure to Form Kentucky Racing
Commission May Become a Law.
t
• Frankfort, Ky., Maroh 7.—By an
e almost unanimous "(stet- the Kentneky
senate adopted the Chinn bill for the
creation of a state _ racing commis-
sion to control the running of rac-
ibing tracks of the state. Before
adopting the bill it was amended so
as to have commiesionere appointed
for a term of four yesee; to allow
•- appersister-eisurtsseei-rmtoc-atioss-saf li-
cense for cense; excluding trotting
tracks from any of the provisions of
"An
he bill and providing that tracks
III have at least forty (Pays' racing




CHICAGO ARCHITECT IS EX-
PECTED TO ARRIVE HERE
SHORTLY.
Mr. Reed Sells His Interests for
$scs000 But Probably Be Pres-
ident of New Company.
, . •-••••4nPes• s l'sk;i1o;
The architect for the Chicago
capitalists who Arc preparing to
take over the Palmer and The Ken-
tucky. properties is expected to ar-
rive some time -next week for the
purpose of going over the hotel
building here, and outlining the im-
provements and changes that are to
be made preparatory to the new
management. From the expressions
already made it is about decided
that the dining room goes where
Brunson's floral establishment and
Harmeling's tailoring house now
standing on the first floor of the
Broadway side of the building. The
electric elevator just inside the la-
dies' entrance from 'Broadway will
be moved while the present ladies'
entrance may be closed up. The
main dining hall for the regular ho-
tel patrons will extend back of the
office to the alley dividing the hos-
telry and playhouse, -while in front on
Broadway will doubtless be the buf-
fet and dining room restaurain for
the meal customers. The kitchen
will be back on the alley on the first
floor behind where the poolroom
now stands. The laundry, toilet,
water cicrsets, etc., will be down in
the basement. The present dining
room and kitchen will be converted
into bedrooms.
All of these are the plans talked of
at present but the architect may
think it best to arrange otherwise,
therefore it cannot be definitely told
what win be done until he gets here.
1 Mr. Frank Murphy, the new Man-
ayer the Chicago people have chosen,
I will get here in about two weeks to
!take charge, relievIng Mr. Charles
Reed who will probably be president
-of the new concern. If he is he will
have no active connection with the
Iground floor office but maintain aprivate office on the second floor, out,of which he will give his orders and
tsaneact business.
Mr. Reed yesterday stated that 'he
had sold all of his fin-Moire and the
unexpired fourteen months of his
lease to the new company for $3o,
don, and that shin the new concern
sesumed charge it took over all the
effects of the hostelry except several
thou.:and dollar, worth of individual
furniture that he and his daughter,
Mrs. Ed P. Noble, had in their
eche of rooms upon the first floor.
They will take this to his daugh-
ter's new home on West Broadway,
where they move when the residence
is completed. Mr. Reed will make
hif home with his daughter.
He has been conducting the main
hotels of this city for nearly forty
years now, and feels that he can well
afford to retire from active manage-
ment, but will be connected through
the medium of the presidency.
The architect upo arriving will
also decide whether another. story
shall be bent to the stricture for
more bedrooms or whether the addi-
tion for this purpose shall be run
out from the hotel over the entrance
to the theater adjoining. Nearly ev-
erything depends upon the decision
of the architect.
It ran neither be told until the ar-
rival of Mr. Murphy what changes,
if any, will be made in the clerical
and other force, of the house.;
LARGE WAGER MADE ON,
COMING PRIZE FIGHT.
Probably the largest wager that
will be made on the Terry McGov
ern-Battling Nelson fight, which is to
take place in Philadelphia the lath
of this month, was recorded in New
York, when Joe Humphreys placed
Siecoo against $5,000 that Terry
would knock out Nelson.
Joe has-been making ail serissef
offers regarding thow much he would
wager on Terry's chances, and he
was "called."
A prominent Ca' (tern porting man
whose name is witliheA and who
saw Nelson in his last battle with
Britt, ie the one who accepted the
wager.
Joe was not any too willing, but
being as they were, before s large
crowd of sporting men when Joe wa4
"called," Cis Wide forted him. infe
the wager.
LAUDANUM FIEND.
Yesterday morning Coroner Frank
Esiker held an inquest over the re-
maim, of Rosie Anna Williams,. col-
ored, vrho died the night 'before at
727 Jackson street without the at-
tendance of a doctor. The evidence
showed the woman web a laudanum
• tutand. the jury rejurned a verdict
int her irelnb- Ms caused .1/5- exesse
sive use of this drug. She was 30
sears of age and will be buried to-:
day by the coroner if her relatives
are not beard from. '
am.
A TEST BY FIREMEN.
EXPLOSI'VlIM EITANED TO AS-
CERTAIN THE DANGER.
Cartridges Explode with Insufficient
Pores to Do Much Damage—
Interesting Experi-
ment.
An interesting experiment was made
a few days since at the convention of
firemen at Duluth, says the Boston
Herald, for the :ramose at haying do-
te:mined the extent of danger there
was to firemen in entering a burning
building known to contain ammuni-
tion. In assreat many hardware stores
It is known that ammunition is carried
In stock, and in gun stores ammuni-
tion, of course, is a regular part of the
stock in trade. It has been thought
that this class of material was of a
character that would prove seriously
dangerous in case of the, because' fire-
men would naturally be afraid to en-
ter buildings where, In consequence of
explosions, their lives would be endan-
gered. .It has been customary in most
cities to have ordinances passed reg-
ulating the amount of gunpowder that
can be carried In a mercantile stock,
and also designating the manner in
which the powder shall be kept and
the place in the store in which the re-
ceptable shall be placed. Thus, in
Boston, the ordinance provides that
gunpowder shall be kept in a metal
receptacle; that the amount carried
at eny one time shall be strictly lim-
ited, and that the metal box in which
it is kept shall be placed near the
door of the store at a place known to
the firemen, so that in the event of
fire it can be easily removed. But
with axed ammunition regulations of
this kind are not in force, and a great
deal has been left to the discretion of
the dealers in these !supplies.
A current belief has existed that if
a gun store were to take tire it would
be dangerous to enter it, and, indeed,
it might be dangerous for anyone to
pass in the near vicinity at the time
of the fire. The experiments made at
Duluth were for the purpose of deter-
mining the conditions under which
explosions of ammunition took place,
and how these compared with condi-
tions that determined the explosion of
gunpowder. Gunpowder in bulk will
explode with great force, and the ex-
ploding of one keg may tear open ad-
jacent kegs, and the flash of fire from
the first may be communicated to the
second with such rapidity that the ex-
plosion Is practically simultaneous.
The experiment made at Duluth was
in a building put up for the purpose,
in which were placed thousands of
rounds of ammunition of all kinds,
both In paper shells and also metallio
rifle and pistol cartridges. Altogeth-
er, in the two tests, in o•e of which
the cartridges were left free, and the
other in which they were put in con-
fined space, as in boxes, es,000 or more
cartridges must have been made the
subject of the experiment.
It was found, as the result of put-
ting these in buildings specially built
to be burned down, that an exploding
cartridge has not sufficient force to
tear open the adjacent cartridge, and,
therefore, cannot communicate are Sc
the Kidder charge of its neighbor. In
a tire each cartridge explodes Indivie-
sally, and explodes when its partin
ular primer Is heated to the flash:ng
point, but the flash from one cartridge
cannot set off the adjacent cartridge
consequently, Instead of having simul-
taneous explobions. there is a eerie,
of explosions, though when there are
large quantities of ammunition burn-
ing these follow in quick succession,
like musketry fire.
The danger from flying fragments of
exploding cartridges Is found not to
be a serious matter, as the cartriege
shell, when unsupported by the gun
chamber, bursts at the first indication
of pressure and thus allows the gases
to escape at a relatively low pressure
The escaping gas expends Its enerss
in tearing open the shell rather than
in throwing the bullet forward, and
as there is nothing to confine the es.
coping gas, it has little propulsive
force. Often the testis of the cart-
ridges are torn cif and thrown some
1111e distance, but the bullets hardly
ever fly; that is, the heavier parts at'
the cartridge remain behind and only
the lighter parts are thrown off, and
this with no great force or velocity.
lu a fire firemen can keep well beyond
the range of the thrown fragments and
still be within easy working distance
ar.d as close to the fire as the hest will
permit.
In the Duluth tests It was fount that
fragments of cartridges were thrown
from 20 to 30 feet., but with so tew a
velocity that those who were tilt sue
feed no discomfiture. The cartridges
berned contained more than 404
peunds of black and smokeless; pow
dos, • suilleteut quantity, If kept in
bulk, to have made a very serious ex-
plosion; but when thus divided it was
found that little, if any, damage wculd
be caused by it.
Sanitarium and Sanatorium.
These two terms are frequently eon-
fused: "Saattarium" is from sanitas,
meaning healtfi, and is correctly applied
to a Lealthful place, • resort for eon-
volesessue Sanatorium. from *enure, to
heal, it correctly applied to institution,
dssigned for the special treatment of
sick persons, as, for Instance, places
where consumptives are treated.—
glyerson's American Family-Magazine,
Plain talk.
Hoisewife—And you left your bird
plans because of a guerrel with your
!Ostrom?
Appliessit—Siot a aussweir mum.
"How was it, then r . -
"Well, mum, she stanifler sin
Witt' wld me, an' I shpo • to her as




Extraordinarily Good Results Said
to Have Been Obtained from
CollangoL
Consul General Guenther, of Frank-
fort, Germany, reports to the depart-
ment of commerce and labor the suc-
cessful treatment of empoisdicitls by,
means of "collangol." a silver solution.
Rewrites:
"Much has been written on the treat-
ment of appendicitis, principally with
reference to the Question whether, In a
given ease, an operation must be per-
formed to save the life of the patient
It would doubtless be a great boon if a
remedy could be found to make an op-
eration unnecessary. Such a remedy, It
Is alleged, has been found under the
name of 'collangol.' Collangol is a form
of pure silver soluble in water. Chem-
ical manipulations for rendering silver,
quick elver and some other metals sol-
uble in water were discovered within
the last few years. The antllieptic prop-
erty of silver has long been known, as,
for instance, In the form of lunar caus-
tic, which has also been administered
internally. It's use, however, has been
very limited. Based upon this knowl-
edeg successful experiments have been
made by some noted physicians through
the use of the soluble, non-irritating
and non-poisonous silver in suppurative
diseases, as, for instance, In the dreaded
puerperal fever and other suppurative
fevers..Dr" Moosbrugger, of Leutkirch, has
now used collangol io appendicitis, as
well internally and externally. This
treatment, according to his statement
in the last number of the Munich Med-
ical Weekly Review, has yielded ex-
traordinarily good results. Within two
or three days after treatment a decided
improvement was noticeable in incipi-
ent cases. In cases where an inflamma-
tion of the peritoneum had already
taken place, a cure was, however, very
slow—often only after weeks of treat-
ment both internally and externally.
excepting two with very severe cases
but of the 72 which came under his ob-
servation and treatment all were cured
without any surgical operation. He
claims that this treatment is very much
superior to any other, and that he is
justified in stating that every case of
appendicitis, if early diagnosed, be it
ever so acute and malignant, can be
cured with collangol without resorting
to the knife.
"In view of the otherwise favorable
experiences with this remedy it is very
probable that his opinion will prove cor-
rect But after all it will esquire &great
deal of very critical observation before
It will be safe to dispense with a timely
operation, which is capable of saving
many lives. The published statements
of Dr. Moosbrugger are not explicit
enough as to the history of the cases to
make a real criticism possible. At all
events, his statements deserve careful
attention. On the other hand, it cannot
yet be !netted how long the cure will last.
Light cases of appendicitis can be
healed for a time, as is well known; the
question, however, is for how long
Further experiments will be awaited
with great interest, says the Didas-
WHAT LEGAL TERMS MEAN.
Relics of the Time When Legal Terms
Had a Significance Not
Known Now.
To most persons the phrase "This In
denture witnesseth" is as much Greek
as the common phrase "Witness my
hand and seal." Yet I ath are relics of
the time when these legal forms car-
ried with them a significance not ob
tattling at present.
'Legal documents were once en-
grossed upon parchment because paper
cost so much more than dressed akin
The parchment was scldom trimmed
exactly and the top was scalloped with
the knife, hence the term "this ilndent-
ure." Even where the lawyers nowe
departed from the custom, still obtain-
ing in England. of using parchment for
their legal forms the phrase has peen
retained.
In the same way the signature of
"band and Real is a relic of those old-
en times when only clerks and the
clergy could wield the pen. It was the
custom.for the contracting parties to
lay their hands upon the document in
token of their good faith and there re
malned a smudge. As these original
thumb marks were not easily idetlti
fled, the gentry added their seals for
the purpose of further establishing the
validity of the document. It may not
be generally known that a seal is still
required in law, though the need for
it passed with the spread sf educition,
and the bit of red paper affixed by the
Mole It lib liabsesary sign.-
Lure to certain documents.
A court of law is a reminiscence of
the time when justice sat in the open
court yard, and the "dock" Is from a
German word meaning a receptacle,
while, while the "bar" is a Welsh word
meaning a branch of a tree used to
separate the lords of Justice from their
v &seals
The entire phraseology of the beech
is reminiscent of the earlier days, but,




"What do you do for a living? What
is your trade or prOtessiOn?" asked the
judge of tbe prisoner.
am, your honor, a pharmaccoca-
tage,ep h 0 lo gist ." Ws honor threat-
ens.; to fine him for contempt of court,
but he proved that the word was ail
right gieSsIng a writer of prescrlp-
tions.--Plailadelphia Press.
s Not Sonora-
-Why do we koow the world is
wound?" asked the school teacher.
wa,ltilsoW its isn'ts.sesers."
promptly replied the boy who had been
absorbing knowledge about. graft alai




He entered the drawing room sod
seated himself on the green sofa just as
he had been doing three nights each
week for the last eight years.
"Speaking of science," ho yawned, "I
see some professor says the world will
last 100,000,000 years longer."
"I am so 'glad!" she exclaimed.
"Why so?"
"You will yet have time to propose."%•-•
Tit-Bits.
An Insinuation.
Sybyl—ind you notice that hand-
some man at the concert who stared
at me nearly all fee evning?
Ethyl—Yes.
Sybyl—I wonder who it could have
been?
Ethyl—Why that was Prof. Pierce,
the celebrated mind reader. He Is
spending his vacation hem—Chicago
Daily News,
Why Not?
It would probably stilt us all
Just as well, you know,
If the stuff as slush wculd fall
And turn Into snow.
—Chicago gun
FASHION 210TE.
Bertie, having noticed that ladies
are wearing little bows instead of
buttons, thinks this fashion would
suit him, and to continue the °rim-
mentation down to the crease of the
trousers would complete the effect.—
Philadelphia Bulletin.
The Beal Triumph.
"I suppose you feel better since you
have delivered your speech," said the
encouraging friend.
"It isn't so much to deliver a
speech," replied the immature but sa-
gacious statesman. "The real tri-
umph consists in getting it listened to."
—Washington Star.
An insults
Miss Oldun—Oh, you could never
guess! Dear Jack has written that my
loveliness has inspired him to ask me
to marry him.
Miss Young—What's that? Let's see




"Did you ever notice," said the man
who attends freak exhibitions, "that
'most mind readers are women?"
"No," answered the man who is in
awe of his wife. "But I have notieeS
that most women are mind readerss\--
Washington Star.
To Be Expected.
Custom • See here! All the but.
tons came u this coat the first time
I wore it.
Dealer—Tab. So many beoples ad-
mire dot coat, you shwell up mit pride
und burst de buttons off.—N. Y.
Weekly.
Far from the Facts.
"What do you think of my historical
novel?" sulked the author.
"It hi an achievement," answered the
chilly critic "You have at last sue




Mr. Thinkum—Wheneser there i
trouble In this world there is a woma
at the bottom of it:
Mrs. StrongrmInd—That may be, bit
you can't deny that when the trouble i
over the woman is on top.—N. Y. Weekly
Made Her Suspect.
Mr. StcSostr—What was It that rnetle
you think I'd been drinking last night'
Mrs. McSosb-0e, I don't know. 1
suppose the fact twit you were fear
fully drunk had- as mush to
It as anything.—Cleveland Leader.
At His Word.
She--Se these are the china bar
gains you advertised?
Dealer—Yes, ma'am, and they're go
lug for little or notning.
She—All right. I'll take that blue
dish for nothing--Philadelphia Press
They Came High.
"It strikes me." said the lady wit
the family-sized market basket, "tha
your vegetables are rather high."
"Natinally, nueern," replied the no
boy. "They were raised on a roof gar
den' -Chicago News.
The Worm Turns.
Miss tiptowne—He, he! Why is i
you baldheaded men like to sit in th
front row?
Mr. Bouttown—Because there we has
no Eiffel Tower hats In front of us.—N.
T. Weekly.
Sik statism) Mistake.
I "Yea," said the musical young worn
an, "we spent the whole evening try.
log to play a new sort of polka."
"You don't say," replied Jack Potts.




Will practice in all courts at Sam
tucky.
DR. W. C. ETTBA,RKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 3o6 Broadway—Phone as.
Residence, ilzg Broadway.
Phone so.
3. C. Flournoy Cecil. Rued
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Rome 13 and 14 Columbia Buildup,
Old Phone lag.
I- —
E. 11 . PURYEAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms s and 6 Register Building.









































































It is a trip if:4 pleasure, coengsrs
and rest; good service, g ti,,
good rooms, etc. Boats w each
Wednesday and Saturday s p. sa
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thirty perfect shaves. Ogee and
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from the facaorr, showing those
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—the \Villidg' Workers of the
EvangrItt'al chui•ch, meet this after-
noon wiiris %Meow. Walt' Katterjohn on
South Filth street
—Miss Ksigg will tonight its the "A
Tripartite sing -Mister Sun,•
corn s "Ilerhert Waller-
stsin of 'Is e:ty!.
—Miss Zu.a ctilobs bas moved he7
•oore Ironi 415 ,Broadway to
3J9 4fitiy, ImikEng formerly
°sal it: lay The Bazaar, where she
cordially invites, her :patrons to call
see het spring stock.
ATheifirisprafets of the Country;,
u hay-041,dd their meeting but will
do oothotes until they see what the
car company will offer Obetn to lo-
cate the club grounds on the suburb-
an tracks of this consent. •
—The passengers com.ng in on the
Cairo LtOct ii:gh: at 8 o'cloc's
reported that some drunken man
aboard literally cut to pieces one of
the fine cushion seats. He was not
arreeted, getting away before it was
noticed.
--YtherdaY 3 negro man entered
Rock's shoe store and stole a pair
of shoes. One man was arrested on
suspicion of being the thief, but hs,
.was turned loose on the proprietors
ilitobeing he was not " r- right man.
He was caught by Detective Moore,
but released_ .
--Win Taylor, coolker, will be ar-
raigned lye fore Jttdge Sanders this
morning fit the'Spolice court on the
charge ed wiripping his wife. He
ha. been 4*,iad ,strving oat a breach
of the,catlpe -fine, and Tuesday was
m lease • o go honre after his
clothes. While away, ke is Charged






Win bring pleasure us your
home during the long *inter
Jive. They are playing
now at our store. Come in
and bear them. Then youll















'Mr. George Powell, the ;whiskey
druinmer, ret urned, yesterday from
St. Louis.
Mr. and Ysrs. George C. Wallace
,have returne,t front a southern tour,
which includs.d Cuba. .
Mr. Clyde Cooper Goes to Nash-
ville, Tenn., today on business.
Mir. John S'inott, Jr., returned yes-
tetdak from a di:trimming trip through
the state.
Professor Ldgar Reeder has closed
for- this term his school in Nlarslial,1
county, and r: turned here to remain
fo'r' the StrITIdTlc r.
Mrs. R. T. 1.ightfOot yesterday re-
mitted .fron \ 'Siting in Central Illi-
nois for several weeks.
Dr. D. .G. Hint-tell returned this
morning . from, Memphis, Tenn.,
where he has teen on bnsiness.
Mrs. M. B. Nash has rcturnel
from visiting I .2r daughter, Mrs, J.
4.. Saunders, o; Louiaville.
Mr. Joseph '"owers and bride, nee
Miss ,mlee Blei• s have returned from
their Noetheri. :: :al tour.
Mrs. J. M. ..._• has gone to At-
Iseta, Ga., to jo:n her husband and
then go to 'Los Angeles, Cal., to re-
side,
Mr. Albcrt Parry's, has gone to
Oklahoma City Okla.. to visit.
Mr. Wm. P Nowlin has gone to
Evansville, Ind., to be bookkeeper
for the Coco Cola company.
Mr. J. C. Martin, of the I. C.
paint shop, has gone to Louisville to
attend the funeral of a rtlative, Mrs.
Brown, who died at Indianapolis,
Ind.
Miss Happy Newell has returned
iron visiting her sister, Mrs. R. L.
f3; -Map, of Paris, Tenn.
slimes Clara Smith and Fannie
Pendky have •ieturned from visiting
in Nashville, Tenn.
Rev. Joseph B. Sears, of Cropk-
ett, Trxas, is here from Nashville Nto
visit his son, Dr. Carl Ms Sears, the
well known physician of the South
S,de.
Mr. Daniel Fitzpatrick and wife
left last right for Chicago, where
they will be absent until the last of
this week.
Mr. G. H. Warnekin is here front
Clarksville, Tenn.
Mr. John P. Pay is +KM Irvin
Pittsburg, Fa., for a visit.
Mr. James C. Utterback and wif:
are visiting in Memghit this week.
Dr. B. T. hail has,retuirsied from
Hopkinsville. -
Mr. Farnander May, of Texas, ar-
rived -yesterday .to baersine editor of
the Nemo-Demi* 
Arrnatrout, who t 
Vng Mk.evfi
' has been
filling .that place .
Miss Bessie Settle has gone to
,Memphis, Tann., to see Sarah Bern
North
Miss Dorothy Connely, of St.
Louis, is here visiting her sister,
Mrs. Robert Caldwell, while en
route home from Florida.
Miss Amanda Riepe and Miss
Amelia Holtkamp, of Metropolis,
Ill., are viZting the former's sister,
Mrs. Henry Baumer.
Mrs. Ed N14 -McFadden, of St.,
Louis, is here visiting her brother-
in-law, Mr. NVilliam McFadden, the
s hotographer.
Mrs. L. B. Ragan went to Lex-
ington, Ky., yesterday to attend the
bedside of her sick father.
Mr. F. P. Tocif•has gone to Lou-
isville on business.
Lawyer John G. Miller was in
Princeton yesterday on business.
.' Mrs. J. H. Goen and daughter,
col Martin, Tenn., have returned to
their home after, visiting the family
of Dr. 0. Wheeler, of North Thir-
teenth street.
Captain' James Koger and wife
have g4ne to Nashville, Atlanta and
Washington, D. C. At the latter
plane they• will be joined by Miss
Henriiita Koger, their daughter,
who has been visiting there and wiho
ill return home with them.r-
Miss Bernice Roark, of Central
City, was here visiting Mrs. N. W.
Matlock, of South Tenth street. •
'Mr. Charles R. Brower and wife,
of Mayfield, are visiting here.
Messrs. A. R. Ripley, Virge Ber-
ry and Philip Gwnn have returned
from hunting near Smithland.
President Dick Rudy and General
Manager H. R. Lindsay, of the
Sutherland •Medicine company, went
to Old _Mexico last night to see
about pertting on sale in that foreign
country Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey.
MISS ZULA COBBS HAS
MOVED HER MILLINERY
STORE FROM 415 BROADWAY
TO THE BUILDING FORMERLY
OCCUPIED BY THE BAZAAR,
1
AT 329 BROADWAY, WHERE
SHE CORDIALLY INVITES HER
FRI*NDS TO CALL ANTI SEE
HEM. SHE HAS RECEIVED
AND IS NOW SHOWING ALL
THE NEW AND UP-TO-DATE
NOVELTIES OF SPRING. RE-
MEURER THE NUMBER, 329
BROADWAY.
Under perrrisaiOn of Mrs. Bettie
Soule these excellent, preparations
are now made and soli by
I. W. WALKER & CO.,
, INCORPORATED.
Druggists, Fifth, and B'way.
Both Phones 575.
NOBLE MY
MRS. JENNIE PAGE BURIED
YESTERDAY AT NEW
LIBERTY.
Injuries Received by County Asses-
sor Johnson, of Marshall,
Proved Fatal.
Yesterday afternoon the funeral
services over the remains of Mrs.
Jennie Page, were conducted at the
New Liberty church in the Graham-
ville section of the county. Inter-
ment followed at the church cerise-
te-ry.
Mrs. Page died Tuesday after _ a
ten days' illness with pneomodia.
She was oat of the best known la-
dies of that vicinity and enjoyed the
esteem of everybody'
She left a family of eight children.
John Page, of St. Louis, Lee Page,
of LaCenteir, Mrs. Walter Baldry
and Mrs. Joseph. Crawford, of the
county, and four children home..
Injuries Killed
Word from Benton yesterday was
that County Assessor J. M. John-
son died as the result of a heavy. log
falling on him the day before out
bout Scale, where he besides. Ile
was fearfully mashed by the heavy
timber.
The deceased was fifty-eight ytht3
of age and well known all over this
section.
Connelly &tried-
Yesterday afternoon the remains
of John Connelly were buried at the
county cemetery. He is the aged
Irishman W1110 died several nights
ago at the city hospital of conges-
tion.
ACTING FOREMAN
J. T. HUTCHENS FILLING THE.
PLACE UINITIL SUCCESSOR
IS CHOSEN
J. L. Richards Was Shot in Side by
Someone From Afar—Iffe-
chanica at Work.
The trial of W. W. Juntgen the
Paris, Ill., bank bookkeeper charged
with embezzlement began, in elle fed-
eral court in Danville.
Walter Knox was convicted 4Is
Hillsdale. Mich., of the murder of
Joe Cawsey, who perished in' the
screen door factory fire December 3.
1903-.
-Mr. J. T. Hutchens has been se-
lected acting foreman of the .111inois
Central railroad blacksmith
ment to have chaise until *
ent successor is otiose* to idyll !*'
C. Scohekt, who resigned that
tion to ir0 with the big Pittsburg,
Pa., steel company. The successor
to Mr. Scofield is expected to be
chosen right away.
Shot in the Side.
Yesterday morning J. L. Richards
was brought there from Sturgis, Ky.,
and taken to the Illinois Central
hospital for treatment, be having
been accidentally shot Tuesday.
Richards is a truck man for the
C. around Sturgis, and someone
about 3oo yards from him woo fool-
ing with a Winchester rifle when it
went off and the bullet lodged in the
skin on Richard's side, not penetrat-
ing the body. He came 'here to have
it cut out. The wound is not dan•
gerotrs.
• Move Cashier's Office.
Mechanics are at work fixing up
the old baggage roots at lite Sixth
Asa Chatipbell street freight depot so
it can be used by the cashier's de-
partment and thereby give more
room to the clerical force in the
main counting rooms, from whence
the cashier moves. The road offic-
ials contemplate extensive improve-
ments to the freight building this
summer in enlarging it to properly
care for the growing needs.
Brevies
Mr. Pat Atkinson has, gone to
Ponder, Texas, to become dispatcher
there for 'tire radioed. His wife-and
child do not go for some weeks yet
to join him.
Tinner X. W. Lewis, of the I. C.
laas Patented a lace curtain
Coal, Traffic Agent ,F . H. Har-
v•rood, of the' I. C.,i pissed through
here yesterday in his private car ell TELEPH ONT 548. .:41
route from Cairo. to Evansville.
This is from the London Times:
"There was a crowd of people idt tdOnday Night,
.Slough Station to greet Sir 'Heritli,
Campbell-Bannerman, as be passes).
through the windiew of the railWay
carriage with a number of the en-t!'
ttrusiastic Liberals gathered there."
tHere is an extraordinary- coinCiL,,".
&nee: The islands lying between the It:
American fall and the Canadian fall:
at Niagara is called Goat Island.1
What is now called Livingstone 011-i
land at the Victoria falls in Africa!,
is called Kempongo by tit/ natives,
and this signifies "gOat island."
The keeper of the only public hpuse
in Getherkindien, a little village hear
Bake, Switzerlanck having raised the,
priest of bear a half-penny a glass, all
the workmen of the 'village have
agreed to give up drink unttil the oW
price is restored.
Fred Klengbeil, aged 7o, a farmer
near Belleville, Ont., is in jail
charged with having beaten hiswilt
to death.
Like the worm that knows on:y
a cold, damp hok, so are they that
dig in the bowels of the earth for an
existence.
There is one man meaner than the
slanderer—it is he who listens and
repeats it.
THE RIVER
There left yesterday for the Ten-
nessee river the steamer Clyde. She
comes back again next Monday n ht
The Joe Fowler went to E • ille
yesterday and comes back 
.1morrow.
Today the John S. Hopkins
in from Evansville and leaves a
immediately on her return that way.
The Buttorff got in from Clar
vile and leaves again innneniately,
her return that way.
The Buttorff got in from Clarl,
ville yesterday and went to Nash-
ville right away.
The Kentucky comes out of the
Tennessee river tonight and lays un-
til five o'clock Saturday afternoon
before leaving on her return that
way. •
This morning aostight o'clock the
Dick Fowler goes to Cairo and comes
back tonight.
The Peters Lee gets here tonight
en route from Memphis to Cincin-
nati. 
The Stacker Lee gets here tomor-
row bound down for Memphis from residence 'in West End, with bark
cincinnati. etc. Apply to L. S. 1)uBios.
The Savannah kft St. Louis yes-
terday afternoon and get, here to- TAKEN UP—Stray mouse colored
,mortow morning bound for the Ten.- mule, three years old, very poor.
Taken up three miles out on Bland,












By Smith and DeKoven.
5o—Company of —so
Prices: 25, 33, so, 75 Si and $1,50
Seats on sale Friday at 9 a m
ujiy moved from the wharf at the
foot of Broadway down below the
I. C. incline in order to give more,
levee room for other boats. The
Tennessee is laying up now.
The John A. Wood has passed
down bound from Louisvale to tat.
Mississippi river.
The Inverness has arrived from
the Tennessee river with a tow of
ties.
Inspectors Green and McDonald
thieve gone up the Tennessee river to
tto inspect some steam-
ts sad will not be back here un-
the aoth inst. They have not yet
minced their decision in the Pilot
harks Davis Collision case.
The steamer C. M. Johnson will
hot leave Untilspring for the lower
Mlisoissippi river to enter the cotton
trade. She will do towing work
around here until then.
WANT
nessee river.
The &titian comes nen of
Tennessee river tonight bound
St. Louis.
The steamer Richardson avived
here last night from Nasitv.Ile. Tenn.
and today will take up a crew and
go on to St. Louis where she veil;
run out of that city on the Missis-
sippi river to Calhoun.
The steamer Tennessee was yester •
FOR *NT—Eight-room brick
FOR RENT—Front room, furnace
heat, 510 WaShington St., Tekphose
1832.
WANTED—At Ofbee, good Gook.
Good 'home and wage' to right per-
son. None but good cook need ap-




....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.







A $i .50 Show at Dollar Prices.
A STAR CAST OF PEOPLE.




ta BIG MUSICAL NUMBERS
And the Bigest Show Bargain on
Earth. A Sz.5o attraction cites:dog
to the masses in these days of corn
petition at so and 75 cents and St.
•
350 LAUGHS 'id less than that num-
ber of Minutes.
Come and see and convince youireeN.
Prices-25. 35. 50, 75 and fr.'s)





Not a drink, but a seasonable pirepll.
motion especially adopted for colighs
and colds accompanied by fe.;er
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable.
5046 and 51. Double.
BACON'S
DRUG STORKS.
h & Jackson Sta. phone ars& Clay Us- Nuns st
It pays to bay the best
watch you can afford.
Anyone canal-
ford a good watch
at the prices we
sell our goods. We
have no watches
at any price that
we can'tguarantee
to keep good time.
Let us show you.I
J. L WOLFF,
Jeweler, 327 Broadway
TRADEWATER  iAGAL, iNft!,1132c'Buisrim.‘,
PROMPT DELIVERY.', Both Telephones 254.
Foot of
West Kentucky oal o.somot.
1. Incorporated.
L
4 •
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